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Abstract 
 
There is significant potential for improved energy efficiency outcomes in Australia due to the 
existence of energy efficiency barriers, with a targeted improvement in Australia’s primary 
energy intensity of 30% (by 2020) being ambitious but achievable. In particular, there is 
considerable energy savings available from industry (potentially 10.7% of Australia’s annual 
energy use). This dissertation aimed to explore Australia’s implemented energy efficiency 
policies for industry and benchmark these policies against global best practise to determine 
whether any improvements are required. The research methodology included a desktop 
review of literature and analysis of related quantitative and qualitative data. 
 
Australia’s EEO program, which has been internationally recognised as a leading edge policy 
for addressing industrial energy management shortfalls, is by far it’s most effective and 
comprehensive energy efficiency policy for industry as it has resulted in considerable energy 
savings and net financial benefits for industry in Australia as well as encouraging corporate 
and government collaboration. The policy gap analysis undertaken suggests that 
improvements for Australia’s industrial energy efficiency policy portfolio, include: 
 Energy Management: Use of the international energy management standard, 
consideration of voluntary agreements or corporate energy efficiency targets and 
measures which recognise excellent energy performance of individual corporations.  
 MEPs for Industrial Equipment: Extending and introducing more stringent MEPS 
for electric motors as well as introducing measures (MEPs or efficiency labelling) for 
packaged integrated electric motor driven systems and components. National test 
procedures should be required and other supportive policies to optimise electric motor 
driven systems should be considered. 
 Complementary Financial Policies: Australia’s existing carbon price and associated 
energy efficiency funding/financing will mostly likely not continue in the future and 
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therefore Australia should ensure that other complementary financial policies are 
introduced or continued (a national white certificate scheme should be introduced, 
measures which promote energy performance contracting activities should be 
developed and a national measurement and verification protocol should be adopted). 
 Governance: To ensure a coherent energy efficiency strategy, Australia should 
establish a national governmental body which focusses only on energy efficiency and. 
Australia should also commit to a national energy savings target of 30% by 2020.  
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1. Introduction 
Energy efficiency “…refers to reducing the amount of energy required to deliver an amount 
of a service…” (Garnaut 2008, 404) with the International Energy Agency (IEA) estimating 
that energy efficiency improvements can potentially reduce global emissions by 45% to 53% 
by 2050 (IEA 2006). 
 
In 2008, the IEA (IEA 2011a) developed a list of 25 energy efficiency recommendations 
which were streamlined and updated in 2011. These energy efficiency recommendations were 
developed because “[i]ncreasing energy efficiency is the quickest and least costly way of 
addressing energy security, environmental and economic challenges” (IEA 2011a, 3).These 
energy efficiency recommendations focus on specific sectors (buildings, 
appliances/equipment, lighting, transport, industry and utilities) as well as incorporating 
cross-sectoral issues (data reporting, strategies, competitive energy markets, increased private 
investment and monitoring/enforcement) (IEA 2011a). In 2010 it was estimated that these 25 
energy efficiency recommendations could reduce worldwide annual energy consumption by 
17% by 2030, if implemented in all countries without delay (IEA 2011a). 
 
There are multiple incentives for a country to improve its energy efficiency, in particular a 
country can improve its security of energy supply, enhance its international competitiveness 
and economic development and mitigate its climate change impact (IEA 2010a) as well as 
realise other co-benefits (such as improved public health benefits and the creation of jobs) 
(IEA 2009a). However, there are also multiple barriers which have meant that countries have 
not implemented the full suite of energy efficiency recommendations raised by the IEA (IEA 
2009a).  These include limited access to capital, information failure, split incentives, project 
risks being perceived as higher than normal and externalities not being fully incorporated into 
energy prices (IEA 2009a; IEA 2010b). Further, energy efficiency is not viewed as a strategic 
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investment because of the relatively small and dispersed actions that must be undertaken; this 
means that “…energy efficiency is the highest priority for virtually no one” (IEA and IIP 
2012, 15)  Refer to Table 1-1 for a full list of energy efficiency drivers and barriers.   
Table 1-1 Energy Efficiency Drivers and Barriers. 
 
Data Source: (DCCEE and DRET 2011; IEA 2010a; IEA 2011c; IEA 2010b; IEA and IIP 2012; IEA 2009a). 
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Australia’s energy intensity is higher than the average of other countries (AG 2010) and this 
is because its energy costs are lower (relative to other countries), the size of the country (long 
freight distances) and the large energy intensive industries (IEA 2012a). The Prime Minister’s 
Task Group on Energy Efficiency Report of 2010 (AG 2010, 25) found that “Australia’s 
historical record of energy efficiency improvement has been poor compared to that of other 
countries. Currently we sit in the middle of the pack... But our rate of improvement is falling 
behind.... Paradoxically, our history of poor performance has left Australia with a wealth of 
opportunities to improve our energy efficiency performance”. Many of these opportunities lie 
with the large energy intensive industries as they represent a significant and growing 
proportion of Australia’s energy consumption. This means that even small energy efficiency 
improvements can result in considerable gains overall. The energy efficiency improvement 
potential is often blocked by a number of structural as well as market barriers. The structural 
barriers included limited access to capital, artificial pricing of energy, and limited supply in 
infrastructure. 
 
The IEA’s recommended improvements for industrial energy efficiency consist of (IEA 
2011a): 
 Energy Management: Requiring adoption of energy management protocols as well 
as requiring actions to ensure cost-effective energy savings are realised. 
 Minimum Energy Performance Standards (MEPS): Mandating MEPS for electric 
motors, distribution transformers, compressors, pumps and boilers as well as 
implementing measures which improve the optimisation of industrial system/process 
design and operation. 
 Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs): Implementing energy efficiency 
measures targeted at SMEs, including accessibility of energy audits performed by 
qualified personnel as well as providing information on best practise energy efficiency 
initiatives and energy performance benchmarking. 
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 Complementary Financial Policies: Promoting energy efficiency investment through 
eliminating energy subsidies, internalising environmental costs, introducing tax 
incentives, arranging loan guarantees and promoting energy performance contracting. 
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2. Research Design 
 
2.1. Research Question 
This dissertation aimed to explore Australia’s implemented energy efficiency policies for 
industry and asks the question whether any policy improvements are required to enhance the 
energy efficiency policies currently implemented in Australia. In particular, the objectives and 
aims of this dissertation included: 
 Understanding best practice energy efficiency policies and practices as they relate to 
industry. 
 Understanding and benchmarking the energy efficiency policies for industry 
implemented in Australia. 
 Developing and improving skills and capabilities relating to data capture, data 
analysis, policy analysis and report writing skills. 
 Demonstrating both quantitative and qualitative research and analysis skills. 
 
2.2. Research Methodology 
This dissertation involved the following research methods: 
 Desktop review of literature, including governmental websites, program reports and 
expert publications. 
 Desktop analysis of quantitative data and qualitative information of Australia’s 
implemented energy efficiency policies. 
 Synthesis of findings from literature review and desktop analysis. 
 
In particular, the desktop review and analysis included: 
 Section 3: Australia’s Policies 
o Understanding Australia’s implemented energy efficiency policies for industry. 
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o Determining the effectiveness, cost efficiency and technological change 
impacts of Australia’s implemented energy efficiency policies for industry. 
 Section 4: Best Practise Policies 
o Identifying best practice energy efficiency policies for industry from a 
theoretical basis (based on the literary review of publically available 
information) 
o Identifying and analysing best practise case studies implemented in overseas 
countries 
 Section 5: Benchmarking 
o Benchmarking Australia’s implemented energy efficiency policies for industry 
against the best practise identified 
o Identifying any gaps and improvement recommendations for Australia’s 
current energy efficiency policies for industry. 
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3. Australia’s Implemented Policies 
This section of the dissertation provides an overview of Australia’s implemented energy 
efficiency policies for industry and then summarises key aspects of each policy. Each 
implemented policy is then considered based on the following key criteria (Mundaca and Neij 
2009; Tanaka 2011; Oikonomou, Patel, van der Gaast and Rietbergen 2009): 
 Effectiveness: Whether policy objectives are met (desired impact level is achieved) 
and whether the policy objectives are set at an adequate level. 
 Cost Efficiency: Whether energy efficiency improvements are met with least cost 
options. 
 Technological Change: Whether energy efficient technologies are 
developed/disseminated.  
 
3.1. Overview of Australia’s Implemented Policies 
In Australia, the federal, state and territory governments are responsible for energy efficiency 
policy (DCCEE and DRET 2011), with the National Strategy on Energy Efficiency (NSEE) 
being the main mechanism where all governments can collaborate and coordinate their energy 
efficiency actions (BREE 2012). Via the NSEE, the federal, state and territory governments 
“…have committed to a nationally consistent and coordinated approach to energy 
efficiency” (DCCEE and DRET 2012, 37) which is focussed on delivering sector specific 
energy efficiency measures across Australia (DCCEE and DRET 2012). The main energy 
efficiency measures are delivered via the National Framework for Energy Efficiency (NFEE) 
(BREE 2012).  
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Figure 3.1-1 Australia’s Energy Efficiency Policies and Programs. 
Data Source: (DCCEE and DRET 2012, 6). 
 
The current energy efficiency governance structure in Australia is dispersed across a number 
of government bodies, with the Council of Australian Governments (COAG)
1
 and the 
                                                 
1
 The Council of Australian Governments (COAG) is an intergovernmental body consisting of the Prime Minister, state 
premiers, territory chief ministers and the President of the Australian Local Government Association (ALGA)  (COAG 
2013). 
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Standing Council on Energy and Resources (SCER)
2
 (and its associated committees and 
working groups) overseeing the implementation of NSEE and NFEE (AG 2010).  
 
Figure 3.1-1 above illustrates Australia’s portfolio of energy efficiency policies as at 2012 and 
highlights policies relevant to industry (with the industrial sector policies equating to the 
policies for large energy users in Figure 3.1-1 above). Current energy efficiency policies 
implemented in Australia relating to industry are also listed in Appendix 3.1A. Some of these 
policies have not been assessed as part of this dissertation due to limited availability of data 
(SME schemes), applicability for other sectors (buildings and transport) or because these 
initiatives focus only on providing best practise information (other complimentary measures). 
The justification for the inclusion/exclusion of each implemented energy efficiency policy is 
detailed in Appendix 3.1A. 
 
The specific energy efficiency policies for industry which will be assessed as part of this 
dissertation include: 
 Energy Management: The Federal Government’s Energy Efficiency Opportunities 
(EEO) program. 
 MEPs for Industrial Equipment: The national EnergyRating scheme. 
 Complementary Financial Policies: The Federal Government’s Carbon Pricing 
Mechanism (CPM), related clean technology funding, energy efficiency financing 
support and state based white certificate schemes. 
 
3.2. Energy Efficiency Opportunities (EEO) program 
In 2006, the Federal Government introduced the EEO program, which requires large 
commercial users of energy to identify, assess and publically report their energy efficiency 
                                                 
2
 The Standing Council on Energy and Resources (SCER) was previously the Ministerial Council on Energy (MCE) 
and is comprised of federal and state energy ministers in Australia as well as New Zealand’s energy minister (SCER 
2013a; SCER 2013b). 
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opportunities (DRET 2011a). While the EEO program does not require corporations to 
implement any of their identified opportunities, compliance with the EEO program means that 
information on cost-effective energy efficiency opportunities is made available to 
management and the public (DRET 2011b). This means that the EEO program focuses on 
addressing information failures which inhibit corporations from reacting efficiently to energy 
price signals (DRET 2011a). Further, the EEO program embeds business processes and 
capabilities to identify and implement energy savings (DRET 2011a).  
 
The EEO program operates in five year cycles and in 2011 it was extended until 2016 when 
the Clean Energy Future (CEF) package was announced because it is a complementary 
measure (DRET 2011a). The CEF package was introduced in 2011 to address climate change 
by introducing a price on carbon (ACIL Tasman 2013). The EEO program covers at least 
65% of Australia’s energy consumption across multiple sectors, including the generation, 
resources, manufacturing, transport, commercial and services sectors (DRET 2013a). 
Participating corporations must assess a set percentage of their baseline energy use (must 
assess 80% in the first five years and 90% in later cycles) and report on opportunities with 
payback periods of less than four years as well as report on business responses to the 
opportunities identified (DRET 2011b). Table 3.2 1 summarises the EEO program.  
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Table 3.2-1 Summary of Key Elements of the EEO program. 
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Table 3.2-1 Summary of Key Elements of the EEO program (cont). 
 
At the end of the first five year cycle, there was 319 corporations participating in the EEO 
program (DRET 2011a). All sectors (with the exception of the services sector) had assessing 
more than the mandated 80%. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2-1 below. Figure 3.2-1 also 
shows that participating corporations had identified opportunities which represented 10.0% of 
their assessed energy use and had adopted opportunities which represent 5.4% of their 
assessed energy use. The mining sector had adopted the largest amount of opportunities 
relative to its sector energy use (refer to Figure 3.2-1) while the manufacturing sector had 
adopted the largest energy savings when considered on an absolute level (refer to Figure 
3.2-2).  
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Figure 3.2-1 Energy Use, Assessments and Savings by Sector (30 June 2011). 
Data Source: (DRET 2011a). 
Overall 164.2 PJ of energy savings have been identified and 88.8 PJ of energy savings have 
been adopted; with the energy savings adopted representing 54.1% of opportunities identified 
and 1.8% of industrial energy use (4,895 PJ) (DRET 2011a). The annual net financial benefits 
associated with the energy savings identified and adopted equates to $1,312.1 million and 
$807.5 million, respectively. This is detailed in Table 3.2-2 below.  
 
 
Figure 3.2-2 Opportunities Identified and Adopted by Sector (30 June 2011). 
Data Source: (DRET 2011a). 
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Table 3.2-2 EEO Opportunities, Abatement, Benefits and Costs. 
 
Data Source: (ACIL Tasman 2013). 
 
The major activities of identified opportunities relate to the main energy-using activities of 
each sector; for example, mining equipment for the mining sector, boilers and electric motors 
for the manufacturing sector and transport equipment for the transport sector (DRET 2013d). 
Approximately 20% of opportunities consist of investment in more energy efficient 
technologies (refer to Table 3.2-3 below). Thus, it appears that the EEO program is 
disseminating more energy efficient technologies. 
Table 3.2-3 Opportunity Categories of Significant Opportunities. 
 
Data Source: (DRET 2013d). 
 
3.2.1. The First Cycle Review  
The review conducted by ACIL Tasman (2013) at the end of the first cycle, noted that 36% of 
the respondents (being a sample of participating corporations) directly attributed their 
identified energy saving opportunities to the EEO program. ACIL Tasman found that the net 
average benefit obtained by corporations implementing their energy savings is 3.7 times the 
2010-11 Energy Savings (PJ)
Annual Net Financial 
Benefits ($m)
Opportunities Identified 164.2                             1,312.1                          
Opportunities Adopted 88.8                               807.5                             
Amount
19.0                               
914.5                             
3,531.6                          
3.7                                  
26,364,000                   
1.94                               
38.43                             
95.00                             
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Total
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of technology not previously used
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19.2% 20.4% 19.4% 22.3% 20.1%
Changes to process controls, 
management systems, monitoring 
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Investment in research and 
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4.9% 2.6% 17.1% 3.1% 5.5%
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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costs incurred and the net financial benefit of abatement is $95/t CO2e. This means that under 
the EEO program participating corporations gain more than three and a half times the costs 
they incur for implementing opportunities. Further, the fact that the EEO program does not 
require opportunities to be implemented means that there is a natural hedge, because major 
costs are only incurred when benefits are realised and, as such, major costs are directly linked 
to the realised benefits. This in turn reduces the compliance costs for participating 
corporations as major costs are only incurred when opportunities are implemented.  
 
The first cycle review found that the EEO program has contributed to improved industrial 
energy efficiency, with considerable energy savings and net financial benefits realised over 
the first cycle. For instance, participating corporations have adopted energy savings which 
represent 4.8% of their energy use or 1.8% of industrial energy use. Further, the EEO 
program is cost-efficient as on average participating corporations gain more than three and a 
half times the costs they incur for implementing opportunities. In addition, the first cycle 
review found that approximately three quarters of participating corporations consider the EEO 
program to be a major driver for their improvements in energy efficiency, particular in 
relation to data analysis, opportunity identification and decision-making. However, 
determining the extent of the EEO program’s influence is challenging as other drivers have 
also contributed to these savings, such as higher energy costs, overall cost reductions 
strategies, corporate improvement programs, corporate environmental commitments and the 
introduction of the carbon price.  
 
In addition, the first cycle review found that Australian industry is substantially more energy 
efficient compared to 2005 and substantially more energy efficient than if the EEO program 
had not been implemented.  ClimateWorks Australia (2013) modelling estimated that the 
EEO program’s additionality is approximately 40% of the energy savings adopted for the first 
cycle (representing 2% of industrial energy use), with the majority of the additional savings 
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being realised by the manufacturing and mining sectors. ClimateWorks Australia expects that 
the second cycle will continue to improve industrial energy efficiency however not to the 
same extent as the first cycle because some information barriers have already being 
addressed. As such, ClimateWorks Australia, has estimated that in the second cycle the 
additional energy savings are approximately 25%. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2-3 below.   
 
The EEO program was also found to have addressed a number of energy efficiency 
information barriers (relating to information availability, skills and organisational practises). 
However, capital and implementation barriers, which are not directly targeted by the EEO 
program, still have significant influence on a corporation’s energy efficiency outcomes and 
while some have decreased others have significantly increased. In particular, capital barriers 
(limited amount of capital available and competing non-energy efficiency projects) have 
significantly increased and this reflects the tighter market conditions that industry in Australia 
operates in.   
 
 
Figure 3.2-3 Estimated Additional Energy Savings of the EEO program. 
Data Source: (ClimateWorks Australia 2013). 
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Lastly, the first cycle review considered the benefits of continuing the EEO program with 
61% of participating corporations wanting the EEO program to cease and only 15% seeing 
value in continuing the scheme in the long-term. Participating corporations’ reasons for 
wanting the EEO program to cease consisted of high compliance costs, existing processes 
which to effectively promote energy savings and redundancy of the scheme due to the 
introduction of the carbon price. Other inefficiencies of the EEO program included duplicate 
reporting of EEO information to state/federal departments, excessive/prescriptive assessment 
requirements and irrelevant public reporting requirements. Therefore, in May 2013, changes 
to the EEO program were proposed (simplified reporting, recognition of integrated energy 
management systems and more flexible assessment approaches) to make the second cycle less 
prescriptive and make reporting more relevant (DRET 2013c). These changes partially 
address the inefficiencies and issues with the current EEO program however more needs to be 
done to further reduce the compliance burden. 
 
3.3. MEPS for Industrial Equipment 
Minimum Energy Performance Standards (MEPS) mandate minimum performance 
requirements for equipment (IEA 2011a). In Australia, MEPS are mandatory and cover a 
range of appliances and equipment (EEX 2013b). MEPS commenced in 1999 and are 
mandated by national legislation (EnergyRating 2013b). For industrial equipment there are 
MEPS required for distribution transformers and electric motors, with air compressors, 
packaged boilers and fans being excluded (EnergyRating 2013d). Although Australia does 
have national test standards for pump and fan efficiencies, being AS 2417: 2001
3
 and AS 
5801: 2004
4
 (respectively) (EnergyRating 2010). 
 
                                                 
3
 Australian Standard (AS) 2417: 2001 - Rotodynamic pumps: Hydraulic performance acceptance tests – Grade 1 & 2 
4
 Australian Standard (AS) 5801: 2004 - Industrial fans - Performance testing using standardized airways 
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In 2004, MEPS were introduced for distribution transformers with power rating between 10 
kVA and 2,500 kVA (intended for 11 kV and 22 kV networks) (EnergyRating 2013g). MEPS 
for three-phase electric motors (0.73kW to <185kW) were initially introduced in 2001 and 
updated in 2006 (EnergyRating 2013e; IEA 2011c). In 2009, EnergyRating found that the 
initial introduction of MEPS for electric motors removed 20% of motors from the market 
(EnergyRating 2009). However, meeting the 2006 requirements was more difficult and while 
major suppliers are compliant, the industry believes some non-registered motors are still 
being imported by minor suppliers (EnergyRating 2009). This means that there are issues with 
the enforcement off the MEPS in Australia. 
 
In 2009, an expansion of industrial MEPS was announced to cover a broader range of 
industrial equipment (EnergyRating 2010). In 2010, Electric Motor Driven Systems 
(EMDSs), key EMDS equipment (industrial pumps, fans and air compressors) and gas-fired 
packaged boilers were identified for further consideration under MEPS (EnergyRating 2010; 
EnergyRating 2013a; EnergyRating 2013h; EnergyRating 2013c). These industrial products 
were recommended as they account for a significant proportion of industrial energy use, in 
particular EMDSs account for 49% of industrial electricity use and boilers account for 25% of 
industrial gas use (EnergyRating 2010). Further, national test standards were recommended 
and the development of definitions for high energy efficiency products was suggested; to 
assist industry in identifying the best performing equipment (EnergyRating 2010).  
 
MEPS have been suggested as a cost effective option for improving energy efficiency of 
industrial equipment because MEPS address the major market barriers of split incentives and 
bounded rationality (EnergyRating 2012; Garnaut 2008). 
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3.4. Complementary Financial Policies 
The Carbon Pricing Mechanism (CPM) introduced by the Federal Government on 1 July 
2012, as part of the CEF package, means that now Australia has a policy which prices 
greenhouse gas emissions and thus provides an incentive to improve energy efficiency (AG 
2013b). In conjunction with the CPM, there is energy efficiency funding available to large 
corporations under the Clean Technology Program (CTP) (AG 2013a). While corporations 
can also obtain financing assistance for energy efficiency activities from Low Carbon 
Australia (LCA) (LCA 2013a); from 1 July 2013 this funding will be extended under the 
newly established Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC) which is part of the CEF 
package (CEFC 2013a). However, the change of government in September 2013 (ABC 
2013a) means that it is highly unlikely that the CPM and associated funding will continue. 
This is because the new federal government plans to immediately repeal the carbon price and 
reverse the associated funding mechanisms (Liberal Party of Australia 2013a). 
 
Australia also has state based white certificate schemes which provide financial incentives for 
corporations to implement energy efficiency activities.  
 
3.4.1. Carbon Pricing Mechanism (CPM) 
The CPM introduces a price on carbon and thus provides a financial incentive for 
corporations to invest in energy efficiency as the carbon price is applied to emissions from 
fuel combustion (CER 2012). However, it is highly unlikely that the CPM will continue 
because the new federal government plans to repeal the carbon price and reverse the 
associated funding mechanisms (Liberal Party of Australia 2013a).  
 
With the current CPM, there is a fixed price period from 2012-13 to 2014-15 and a flexible 
price period from 2015-16 onwards (CER 2013a). During the fixed price period liable parties 
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must purchase (at a fixed price) an amount of eligible emissions units equivalent to their 
annual covered scope 1 emissions (CER 2013a). During the flexible price period, the Clean 
Energy Regulator will auction a limited amount of eligible emissions units (limited by a set 
pollution cap) and liable parties will be required to purchase and surrender an equivalent 
amount of eligible emissions units. This means that during the flexible price period Australia 
will have an Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS); therefore when abatement is cheaper than the 
market price, it will be more cost-effective for abatement activities to be undertaken by liable 
parties (CER 2013d).  
 
International linkages are allowed during the flexible price period, with a limit of 50% of 
liable parties’ obligation (CER 2012). This means that liable parties can purchase carbon units 
from international markets, especially when the international price is lower than the domestic 
price. The CPM is expected to cover approximately 60% of Australia’s emissions across a 
range of industries (CER 2013a). As at 28 June 2013, there was 377 liable parties across 
Australia with 212.4 million carbon units already surrendered (CER 2013g). Refer to Table 
3.4-1 for a summary of the CPM key elements and refer to Figure 3.4 1 for a split of the 
carbon units surrendered to date. 
 
Figure 3.4-1 2012-13 CPM Carbon Units Surrendered to Date. 
Data Source: (CER 2013g). 
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Table 3.4-1 Summary of Key Elements of the CPM. 
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Table 3.4 1 Summary of Key Elements of the CPM (cont). 
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Table 3.4 1 Summary of Key Elements of the CPM (cont). 
 
 
It is not possible to assess the effectiveness of the CPM because it is new and unlikely to 
continue (CCA 2012). However, the lack of a pollution cap throughout the fixed price period, 
means that the incentive to improve energy efficiency is limited to the direct impact from the 
fixed carbon price. ClimateWorks Australia (2013), estimated that the CPM and associated 
clean energy funding (discussed in Section 3.4.2 below) will result in additional energy 
efficiency savings of 20.2 PJ in its first five years. 
 
During the flexible price period, when the price is set by the market, the CPM should result in 
more efficient and least costly outcomes. This is because an ETS is the most efficient 
mechanism to abate emissions (CCA 2012). Thus, the CPM is a cost-efficient mechanism, 
with possible abatement activities relating to renewable technologies, low emissions 
technologies, energy efficiency technologies or behavioural changes (Garnaut 2008). Further, 
the CPM is technologically neutral as all abatement technologies can be utilised and a higher 
carbon price will make more costly technological investments viable. As such, a higher 
carbon price will mean that the CPM will also promote technological innovation and 
dissemination if these technologies are fully developed, commercialised and least costly. 
However, whether the carbon price will be high enough to have an effective impact during the 
flexible price period is debateable, especially given the unrestricted international linkage and 
the low price of international permits (CCA 2012; Climate Spectator 2013b). In addition, the 
continuation of the carbon price is highly unlikely and this uncertainty means that any 
associated investment is delayed or reduced (CCA 2012). 
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3.4.2. Clean Technology Program (CTP) 
Under the CTP, energy efficiency funding is available to provide industry with an investment 
incentive for clean energy projects and to support competition with the new carbon price 
(AusIndustry 2013g). Table 3.4-2 includes information about the key elements of the CTP. 
The CTP assistance consists of $1.2 billion in government grants which are available over a 
period of up to 7 years from 2011-12, consisting of: 
 Clean Technology Investment Program (CTIP): $800 million for manufacturers to 
invest in existing technologies (AusIndustry 2013f). 
 Clean Technology Food and Foundries Investment Program (CTFFIP): $200 
million for food/foundries manufacturers to invest in existing technologies 
(AusIndustry 2013b). 
 Clean Technology Innovation Program (CTInnP): $200 million for research, 
development, demonstration and commercialisation of new clean technologies 
(AusIndustry 2013d). 
 
 
Figure 3.4-2 CTIP and CTFFIP Energy Efficiency Grants and Project Expenditure. 
Data Source: (AusIndustry 2013h). 
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Table 3.4-2 Summary of Key Elements of the CTP. 
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Table 3.4 2 Summary of Key Elements of the CTP (cont). 
 
 
 
As at the end of June 2013, a total of $99.1 million in grants had been issued to 201 industrial 
energy efficient recipients, including $49.8 million to 97 CTIP recipients (representing 32.4% 
of recipients project spending), $46.2 million to 101 CTFFIP recipients (representing 33.6% 
of recipients project spending) and $3.1 million to 3 CTInnP recipients (AusIndustry 2013h; 
AusIndustry 2013c). The CTIP energy efficiency grants mainly consist of replacement 
equipment and lighting while the CTFFIP energy efficiency grants mainly consist of 
replacement equipment, refrigeration upgrades and lighting upgrades. This is illustrated in 
Figure 3.4-2 above (note that only $-value CTP grant information is publically available).  
 
3.4.3. Low Carbon Australia (LCA) 
LCA manages the Federal Government’s Energy Efficiency Program (EEP) (LCA 2013c) and 
is a company limited by guarantee (LCA 2012). Since 2010, LCA has provided innovative 
financial solutions and advice to promote energy efficient technologies and practices (LCA 
2012; LCA 2013a). LCA’s financing is designed to overcome market failures by reducing 
barriers relating to split incentives, upfront capital payments and variability in energy savings 
(LCA 2013a). This is achieved by providing financing with fixed long-term competitive 
interest rates or flexible loan repayments based on forecasted energy savings (LCA 2012). 
LCA provides direct financing or co-financing arrangements (such as loans, leases, hire 
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purchase arrangements, structured project finance and environmental upgrade agreements) for 
commercial building and industrial process upgrades (LCA 2012). Table 3.4-3 includes 
further information about LCA. 
Table 3.4-3 Summary of Key Elements of LCA. 
 
 
As at 30 June 2012, LCA had committed $35.8 million of its own funds (with a total of $115 
million being available to market) for both direct and co-financed projects (LCA 2012). LCA 
had arranged 5 co-financing arrangements covering equipment leasing, commercial hire 
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purchases and environment upgrade arrangements (LCA 2012). In total 13 projects had been 
successfully financed as at 30 June 2012 however only two of these projects relate to 
industrial sites (refrigeration upgrades) with the remaining projects relating to commercial 
building retrofits or sport facility upgrades (LCA 2012; LCA 2013b). 
 
There is limited information on actual savings due to the commerciality of site based 
information. However, estimated savings are detailed in Table 3.4-4 below and equates to 
0.004 PJ. Thus, it appears that LCA’s impact to date is very limited when compared to 
industrial energy use of 4,895 PJ (DRET 2011a). However, from 1 July 2013, LCA will be 
integrated into the CEFC (CEFC 2013b) which has $10 billion for the next 5 years to spend 
on renewable energy, low emissions technologies and energy efficiency technologies (CEFC 
2013a). Although, the continuation of the CEFC is highly unlikely as it is part of the CEF 
package. 
Table 3.4-4 LCA Emissions Abatement and Energy Savings to Date (30 June 2012). 
 
Data Sources: (ClimateWorks Australia 2013; LCA 2012). 
 
3.4.4. State-Based White Certificate Schemes 
White certificate schemes are market mechanisms which provide financial incentives to 
improve energy efficiency through the creation, trading and surrendering of certificates (ESS 
2012b; VEET 2013h). The tradeable certificate are created when recognised energy efficiency 
activities have been undertaken and liable parties must surrender a set number of certificates 
each year (ESS 2012b; VEET 2013h).  
Energy Savings
(PJ)
Emissions Abatement 
(kt CO2e)
Emissions Abatement 
(kg CO2e/GJ)
34.6                               2,720.6                          78.6                               
84.3                               6,138.5                          72.8                               
14.8                               1,080.1                          73.0                               
144.1                             10,528.8                       73.1                               
74.4                               
35.8                               
48.0                               
0.004                             
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EEO First Cycle - Total Savings
EEO Second Cycle - Additional Savings
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In Australia, some state government mandate white certificate schemes, specifically New 
South Wales (NSW), Victoria (VIC), South Australia (SA) and the Australian Capital 
Territory (ACT) (AG 2010; DRET 2013f). However, a national scheme has been 
recommended (DCCEE and DRET 2012), although extensive consultation is yet to be 
undertaken. The NSW and VIC schemes include commercial activities as well as residential 
activities while the SA and ACT schemes only cover residential activities (ESS 2012b; VEET 
2013h; ESCOSA 2013; ACTG ESD 2013). 
 
With the NSW and VIC schemes, tradeable certificates are created by accredited parties when 
specified energy efficiency activities are implemented (ESS 2012b; VEET 2013h). 
Certificates can be voluntarily surrendered to increase energy efficiency outcomes above the 
legislated targets and a shortfall penalty applies if liable parties do not surrender the required 
number of certificates (ESC 2012; ESC 2012). As commercial organisations can create 
certificates, these schemes also provide financial incentives for corporations to implement 
energy efficiency activities. The following subsections summarise the performance of the 
NSW and VIC schemes. 
 
White certificate schemes result in energy efficiency outcomes at least cost and also address 
multiple energy efficiency barriers (DCCEE and DRET 2012). However, there are 
harmonisation issues with having multiple state based schemes, including inefficiencies 
relating to different objectives, different rules, different calculation methodologies and 
different technologies being eligible in each state (DCCEE and DRET 2012). 
 
3.4.4.1. NSW Energy Savings Scheme (ESS) 
The NSW ESS provides an incentive to reduce electricity consumption in NSW (ESS 2012b). 
Tradeable certificates are created by certified organisations when recognised activities are 
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undertaken (ESS 2012b). Liable parties5 create/purchase certificates and surrender these on 
an annual basis to meet set targets (otherwise shortfall penalties must be paid) (ESS 2012b).  
 
The objective of the NSW ESS is to reduce electricity consumption in NSW, with the 
reduction target increasing from 0.4% of NSW electricity sales in 2009 to 4% from 2014 
onwards (ESS 2012b). As at the end of 2012, approximately 4.7 million valid certificates had 
been created under the NSW ESS with no certificates being surrendered for voluntary 
purposes. Refer to Appendix 3.4A for further detail. 
 
 
Figure 3.4-3 NSW ESS Targets and Obligation Acquittal. 
Data Sources: (IPART 2010; IPART 2011; IPART 2012; ESS 2013d). 
 
Figure 3.4-3 above illustrates the annual targets and the number of certificates surrendered 
each year by liable parties. Overall 83.7% of liable parties’ obligations were acquitted via 
surrender and 16.3% being acquitted with shortfall penalty. This means that overall the NSW 
ESS appears to be meeting the majority of its targeted energy efficiency outcomes.  
 
                                                 
5
 Liable parties are electricity retailers, electricity generators who sell directly to end customers and large electricity 
consumers who purchase directly from the National Electricity Market (NEM) (ESS 2012b). 
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Overall the proportion of certificates attributable to commercial activities equates to 85.7%. 
The majority of commercial certificates are attributable to commercial lighting upgrades and 
commercial process changes or system controls. Refer to Figure 3.4-4 below for further detail. 
Commercial lighting upgrades include emerging lighting technologies (IPART 2013); thus, 
the NSW ESS is supporting new lighting technologies however the development and 
dissemination of other new energy efficiency technologies does not appear to be occurring.  
 
 
Figure 3.4-4 NSW ESS Certificate Activity Type. 
Data Sources: (IPART 2010; IPART 2011; IPART 2012; ESS 2013d). 
 
There are three calculation categories available under the NSW ESS, with the majority of 
certificates being created using the deeming methodology
6
 (ESS 2013d). The total energy 
savings equivalent of commercial certificates is 13.7 PJ as at the end of 2012. When the 
impact of deeming is removed the estimated actual commercial savings to date equate to 5.7 
PJ or 36.7% of the energy reduction target. Refer to Appendix 3.4A for detailed calculations. 
The annual energy savings of the NSW ESS has been forecasted to increase by 100% by 2015 
which means that the impact of the NSW ESS has the potential to significantly increase (RAA 
and EECC 2012).  
                                                 
6
 The deeming methodology means that certificates are created upfront for the lifetime savings of the energy efficiency 
activity (ESS 2012b). 
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The commercial lighting upgrades have been found to be additional to what would have 
occurred without the NSW ESS however commercial process changes are believed to have 
occurred with or without the NSW ESS (Databuild 2011). In 2011, a cost effectiveness review 
was completed on the NSW ESS and this review found that there was a net benefit to society 
of $24.50 per certificate created (IPART 2012; Databuild 2011). Further, the review found 
that the benefits from the NSW ESS outweigh the costs by more than 2:1 (IPART 2012; 
Databuild 2011). As such, the NSW ESS appears to be cost-effective. 
 
3.4.4.2. Victorian Energy Efficiency Target (VEET) 
The VEET provides an incentive to reduce emissions and encourage the efficient use of 
electricity and gas in Victoria (VEET 2013h). Tradeable certificates are created by accredited 
persons when prescribed energy efficiency activities are implemented using approved 
products (VEET 2013h). Liable parties7 create/purchase certificates and surrender these on an 
annual basis to meet set targets (otherwise shortfall penalties must be paid) (VEET 2013h).  
 
The objective of the VEET is to abate emissions in VIC, with the reduction target set at 2.7 
Mt GHG per year for first three years (2009 to 2011) and 5.4 Mt GHG per year for the 
subsequent following three years (2012 to 2014) (VEET 2013h; DCCEE and DRET 2011). 
As at the end of 2012, approximately 16.6 million valid certificates had been created under 
the VEET with 0.6% being surrendered for voluntary purposes. Thus, a minor amount of 
energy efficiency activities has been required in addition to the mandated target. Refer to 
Appendix 3.4B for further detail. 
 
Figure 3.4-5 below illustrates the annual targets and the number of certificates surrendered 
each year by liable parties. For most years 100% of liable parties’ obligations were acquitted 
                                                 
7
 Liable parties are electricity and gas retailers with more than 5,000 customers (VEET 2013e; DCCEE and DRET 
2011). 
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via surrender. Thus, the VEET appears to be meeting its set level of energy efficiency 
outcomes in most years.  
 
 
Figure 3.4-5 VEET Targets and Obligation Acquittal. 
Data Sources: (ESC 2010; ESC 2011; ESC 2012; VEET 2013d). 
 
Overall, commercial activities represent 16.0% of certificates created and this is because the 
VEET was only extended to include commercial activities from January 2012 onwards 
(VEET 2013b). The majority of commercial certificates created relate to the installation 
commercial standby power controllers. Refer to Figure 3.4-6 below for further detail. Note, 
that the split of residential and commercial activities for 2012 is based on the review 
conducted in 2011, with 31% of relevant activities being allocated to commercial use (DEPI 
2011). Standby power controllers are a standard technology and therefore there is limited 
technological development under the VEET. Further, as commercial activities only represent 
16.0% of the certificates created, the VEET’s impact on commercial technological innovation 
appears very limited.  
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Figure 3.4-6 VEET Certificate Activity Type. 
Data Sources: (ESC 2010; ESC 2011; ESC 2012; VEET 2013d). 
 
The only calculation methodology available under the VEET is a deeming methodology 
(RAA and EECC 2012). The total energy savings equivalent of commercial certificates is 
10.0 PJ as at the end of 2012. When the impact of deeming is removed the estimated actual 
commercial savings to date equate to 3.2 PJ or 6.2% of the energy reduction target. Refer to 
Appendix 3.4B for detailed calculations. The annual energy savings of the VEET scheme is 
forecasted to increase by 17% by 2015 (RAA and EECC 2012). As commercial activities 
have only recently become eligible activities it is expected that commercial energy efficiency 
outcomes will increase under the VEET. However, the VEET’s potential impact on industrial 
energy use is debateable because it mostly targets SME related activities. 
 
3.5. Discussion of Australia’s Implemented Policies 
This section summarises the overall impact of Australia’s suite of implemented energy 
efficiency policies for industry as well as considers any interactions and limitations. 
 
Historically, Australia has had cheaper electricity and gas prices relative to global prices 
(DCCEE and DRET 2012) with the long-term forecast projecting increases in Australia’s 
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energy demand as the economy grows and as personal wealth increases (AEMO 2012). 
However, it is projected that the long-term growth over the next 40 years will be at a much 
slower rate than the previous 20 years (due to higher penetration of renewables, energy 
efficiency improvements, higher energy prices and action against climate change) (BREE 
2012). Moreover, electricity demand has reduced between 2010 and 2012 and as a result the 
short-term forecasts have been revised with significant reductions in electricity demand 
(AEMO 2012). This is illustrated in Figure 3.5-1 below. Potential reasons for the significant 
reduction in short-term demand include slower economic growth, reduced manufacturing 
consumption (due to the high Australian dollar), significant rooftop solar photovoltaic 
penetration and reduced residential/commercial consumption (in response to rising electricity 
prices and energy efficiency measures) (DCCEE and DRET 2012; AEMO 2012). 
 
 
Figure 3.5-1 2012 and 2011 Comparison of National Electricity Market (NEM)  
Annual Energy Forecast. 
Data Source: (AEMO 2012, 3-5). 
 
The Prime Minister’s Task Group on Energy Efficiency Report of 2010 (AG 2010) and 
Garnaut (2008; 2011) noted that there is significant potential for improved energy efficiency 
outcomes in Australia due to the existence of market failures and energy efficiency barriers. 
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In particular, the Prime Minister’s Task Group on Energy Efficiency Report noted that 
"[s]etting a target of improving Australia’s primary energy intensity by 30 per cent from 2010 
to 2020 would be ambitious but achievable" (AG 2010, 35). Further, the modelling completed 
by ClimateWorks Australia (2012) has shown that there is significant energy savings 
available from industry, with up to 210 PJ of savings expected for the year ended 30 June 
2011 (representing 10.7% of Australia’s total energy use). These projected savings are mainly 
attributable to the manufacturing and mining sectors and it has also been estimated that 62% 
of these projected savings are blocked by energy efficiency barriers. 
 
Policies which offset these market barriers include prescriptive measures (regulation, 
mandates and MEPS), economic policies (white certificate schemes, ETSs and taxes), 
information/supportive measures (EEO program, EEX website) and direct subsidies (CTP, 
CEFC and LCA) (DCCEE and DRET 2012; Tanaka 2011). Australia currently has a range of 
supportive, economic, prescriptive and direct subsidies to encourage industrial energy 
efficiency (highlighted in Table 3.5-1 below). This means that there is a combination of 
energy efficiency policies in place in Australia and this is particularly important given the 
complexity surrounding energy efficiency. Further, a combination of energy efficiency 
polices (including information, regulations, incentives and a carbon price) is suggested to 
ensure optimal energy efficiency outcomes for industry (AG 2010). 
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Table 3.5-1 Summary of Australia’s Implemented Energy Efficiency Policies. 
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Table 3.5-1 Summary of Australia’s Implemented Energy Efficiency Policies (cont). 
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Table 3.5-1 summarises Australia’s energy efficiency policies for industry and shows that 
whilst there is a range of mechanisms, which cover a range of energy types and sectors, there 
is also differences in the level of effectiveness, cost-efficiency and technological change 
resulting from these policies. Further, these policies are administered at different levels of 
government which means that there is considerable overlap and duplication in compliance 
reporting (adding to the costs of these policies) (AG 2010). While NSEE was created to 
address this issue it appears that inconsistent and overlapping policies still require further 
improvement (AG 2010). 
 
By far, the EEO program is the most comprehensive policy and has resulted in savings of 88.8 
PJ to date (representing 1.8% of industrial energy use). In comparison, the NSW ESS and 
VEET have only generated savings of 5.7 PJ and 3.2 PJ (respectively) whereas the carbon 
price and associated clean technology funding are expected to save an additional 20.5 PJ over 
the first 5 years. It is difficult to quantify the overall savings from industrial equipment MEPS 
while LCA has a very limited ability to promote energy savings because of its limited funding 
(although the level of funding can potentially increase from July 2013 onwards with the 
additional funding from the CEFC). 
 
In terms of cost efficiency, the CPM, the NSW ESS and VEET have the potential to be cost-
efficient because they are all market mechanisms designed to promote least cost-options. The 
EEO program was found to be cost-efficient because participating corporations gain more 
than three and a half times the costs they incur for implementing opportunities. In contrast, 
industrial equipment MEPS are a prescriptive policy and thus unlikely to promote least cost-
options while it is unknown whether funding from LCA and the CTP encourages investment 
in least cost-options. 
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Approximately, 20% of implemented opportunities under the EEO program were investments 
in more energy efficient technologies and therefore the EEO program was found to promote 
technological change. There is limited to minimal technological change for most of the other 
policies except for the carbon price which has the potential to promote technological change. 
However, there is much uncertainty surrounding the carbon price’s existence with the current 
political environment in Australia and as such only time will tell whether the carbon price will 
result in any industrial technological change. 
 
The carbon price is expected to improve energy efficiency because it introduces a price on 
emissions and thus corrects distorted energy price signals (even if it does not directly target 
energy efficiency) (ACIL Tasman 2013). However, it is not expected to alleviate all energy 
efficiency barriers and therefore complementary measure are required, such as industrial 
equipment MEPS, governments grants and possibly a national white certificate scheme 
(ClimateWorks Australia 2012). Further, the EEO program was retained as part of the CEF 
package because it was considered as a complementary measure (ACIL Tasman 2013).  
 
Policies will be complementary to the carbon price if they target market failures other than 
externalities or if they target specific sectors (DCCEE and DRET 2012). The EEO program 
was and is considered complementary as it specifically addresses information failures relating 
to energy efficiency (ACIL Tasman 2013). In contrast, the carbon price focuses on correcting 
distorted price energy signals by incorporating the cost of emissions into the price of energy; 
however it does not provide the required information to accomplish this in an optimal manner 
(ACIL Tasman 2013). As such, the concurrent implementation of the EEO program and the 
carbon price is considered complementary (ACIL Tasman 2013).  
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The implicit price of carbon under the EEO program also illustrates why the EEO program 
should be retained even with a carbon price. The implicit price of carbon abatement under the 
EEO program is -$95/t CO2e however this includes non-additional opportunities; if only 
additional opportunities were considered then the implicit negative price of carbon under the 
EEO program would reduce (ACIL Tasman 2013). Given that the fixed carbon price 
commences at $23/t CO2e and the forward price for 2015 is approximately $15/t CO2e, there 
is a large differential between the traded carbon price and the implicit carbon price under the 
EEO program (ACIL Tasman 2013). This means that future benefits resulting from the EEO 
program are highly likely because the implicit price of carbon under the EEO program is 
much lower than the expected carbon price (ACIL Tasman 2013). 
 
Overall, Australia’s current energy efficiency polices for industry vary in terms of their level 
of energy efficiency outcomes. While there is a drive to replace state based white certificates 
schemes with a national energy savings initiative (AG 2010), extensive consultation is yet to 
be undertaken. Further, expansion of industrial equipment MEPS is essential and only time 
will tell if the carbon price and associated funding will be effective or will even continue to 
exist. To date, the EEO program is by far the most effective policy implemented in Australia 
to improve industrial energy efficiency.  
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4. Best Practise Energy Efficiency Policies 
The IEA’s recommended improvements for industrial energy efficiency consist of energy 
management policies, MEPS for industrial equipment, SME policies and complementary 
financial measures (IEA 2011a). This section of the dissertation highlights key elements of 
these recommendations, including theoretical best practise and examples of best practise 
implemented in overseas countries. Note, that SME policies are not included and this is 
because the SME policies in Australia has not been assessed as part of this dissertation (due to 
limited availability of data - refer to Appendix 3.1A for further detail). 
 
In addition, governance of energy efficiency policies has been considered and this is because 
the implementation of energy efficiency policies is more successful if an effective governance 
system is established (IEA 2010a). 
 
4.1. Energy Management Policies 
Best practise energy management policies for industry includes the adoption of energy 
management protocols or standards as well as measures which require corporations to realise 
cost-effective energy savings (IEA 2011a). Energy management consists of the analysis and 
planning of energy consumption in a systematic manner to ensure energy savings are 
maximised and energy performance is continuously improved (IEA and IIP 2012). Energy 
management systems promote and embed the systematic assessment and improvement of 
energy consumption by corporations (IEA and IIP 2012).  
 
Energy management standards improve transparency of energy management systems because 
practises and processes are standardised (IEA and IIP 2012). Energy management systems 
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should be based on the international energy management standard (ISO 50001
8
) (IEA 2011). 
ISO 50001 requires corporations to develop and implement corporate energy efficiency 
policies, targets and objectives as well as to analyse energy use data, measure energy savings, 
review the effectiveness of energy management systems and continually improve their energy 
efficiency practises (ISO 2013). Certification can be voluntarily obtained for ISO 50001 
energy management systems to demonstrate that these systems are implemented effectively 
(ISO 2013). Some countries had already adopted a national energy management standard 
prior to the development of ISO 50001; for example, the EU and Canada already had their 
own national energy management standards prior to 2011 (IEA 2011). However, the EU is 
currently requiring that its standard (EN 16001
9
) be replaced with ISO 50001 (IEA and IIP 
2012) while Canada is part of an international task group (the Global Superior Energy 
Performance Partnership (GSEP)) which is advancing the adoption of ISO 50001 by industry 
(IEA 2012a). 
 
Other best practise policy mechanisms to promote industrial energy management include 
voluntary agreements between governments and individual corporations (whereby 
corporations voluntarily agree to undertake actions with desirable social outcomes; such as 
agreeing to set energy efficiency improvement targets or implementing a certified energy 
management system) (IEA and IIP 2012; Abdelaziz, Saidura and Mekhilef 2011). Other 
mechanisms include the establishment of energy efficiency networks (IEA and IIP 2012). 
Country specific examples include:  
 Denmark (IEA and IIP 2012; Abdelaziz, et al. 2011): Since 1993 Denmark has had 
voluntary agreements whereby participating corporations receive an electricity tax 
rebate when they comply with their three year voluntary agreements (requires certified 
energy management systems based on EN 16001and requires electricity savings 
                                                 
8
 International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 50001: 2011 Energy management systems 
9
 European Standard (EN) 16001: 2009 Energy Management Systems 
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projects with a payback of less than four years to be implemented). Past analysis of 
these voluntary agreements found electricity savings of 7%. 
 Sweden (IEA and IIP 2012): Since 2005 Sweden has had voluntary agreements 
whereby participating corporations receive a tax rebate for electricity use when they 
comply with their five year voluntary agreements (requires certified energy 
management systems based on EN 16001 and require electricity savings projects with 
a payback of less than three years to be implemented). The Swedish program has 
resulted in gross energy savings of 1.45 TWh per annum (from 2004 to 2009) and has 
also shown that industry networks are an effective forum to share learnings and 
diffuse sectorial energy efficiency solutions. 
 Ireland (IEA and IIP 2012): Since 1995 Ireland has had energy networks for large 
businesses to disseminate best practise and share energy management learnings. In 
2006, Ireland introduced three year voluntary agreements which requires certified 
energy management systems based on EN 16001 and one special investigation to be 
conducted each year. The incentive for participation is support received from the 
Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI) who provides technical services as 
well as small grants for training and special investigations. Participating corporations 
have on average achieved annual energy savings of 2% to 3% under this program.  
 The Netherlands (IEA and IIP 2012; Abdelaziz, et al. 2011): Has voluntary 
agreements which specify negotiated energy efficiency targets, require the 
implementation of strategic energy efficiency plans and require the adoption of energy 
management systems. If participating corporations comply with their voluntary 
agreements then partial energy/carbon tax exemptions can be obtained. These 
voluntary agreements resulted in energy efficiency improvements of 22.3% from 1989 
to 2000. 
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 Germany (IEA and IIP 2012; Jochem and Gruber 2007): Since 2001 Germany has 
had energy efficiency networks which are regionally based and sector specific. These 
networks have regular meetings, moderated by a senior consultant engineer, where 
sector-wide targets are set, sector-wide initiative are identified, sector-wide 
learnings/knowledge are shared and each corporation’s energy performance is 
monitored. These networks have reduced transaction costs, resulted in faster 
implementation of energy efficiency projects and have resulted in energy savings of 
2.5% per year over 2001 to 2004. 
 Canada (Abdelaziz, et al. 2011): Has collective targets for industry sectors with 
sectorial energy efficiency networks identifying opportunities and developing sector-
wide implementation strategies. Benchmarking of companies within each sector is 
then undertaken. Cumulative energy savings from 1973 to 1990 equate to 26.1%. 
 
Many countries have other effective energy management measures for industry, including:  
 Norway (IEA 2012a; IEA 2011): Has industrial energy efficiency programmes which 
includes public benchmarking of industrial energy users. 
 UK (IEA 2012a; IEA 2011): The UK publishes the Digest of UK Energy Statistics 
(which details subsector industrial energy use) and the UK’s CRC Energy Efficiency 
Scheme (formally the Carbon Reduction Commitment) requires mandatory energy 
savings for corporations as well as publically ranks corporations’ annual energy 
performance.  
 US (IEA and IIP 2012): Under its Superior Energy Performance (SEP) programme, 
the US has Certified Practitioners in energy management systems to assist companies 
implement ISO 50001 systems and also to perform ISO 50001 certification audits. The 
US requires that its Certified Practitioners pass national qualifying exams as well as 
meet periodic professional training. The SEP programme also recognises energy 
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performance achievements, with silver, gold or platinum designations being awarded 
for best practise energy management systems. 
 Japan (IEA and IIP 2012): In Japan, industrial facilities are required to have a 
designated certified energy manager who are certified by a government department. 
Japan also recognises exceptional energy performance via its Energy Conservation 
Grand Prize. 
 India (IEA and IIP 2012): In India certified energy managers are required for large 
emitting industries and a government department administers the certification exams. 
Energy auditors in India must also be trained and certified by the government agency. 
 China (IEA and IIP 2012): In Suzhou, the China Government has an Energy 
Efficiency Star labelling programme for factories to recognise exceptional energy 
savings and energy efficiency improvements. 
 
4.2. MEPS for Industrial Equipment 
Best practise MEPS for industry includes mandating MEPS for electric motors, distribution 
transformers, compressors, pumps and boilers as well as implementing measures which 
optimise the design and operation of industrial systems and processes (IEA 2011a). The IEA 
(2011c) estimates that making Electric Motor Driven Systems (EMDSs) more efficient could 
result in savings of 20% to 30%, consisting of 4% to 5% savings for motor consumption and 
15% to 25% savings for the remainder of the system. Although the IEA (2011f) suggests a 
more realistic savings target for EMDSs is between 10% and 15%. 
 
An EMDS consists of an electric motor, electrical control system, a Variable Speed Drive 
(VSD) and a mechanical load (IEA 2011c). The losses associated with EMDSs depends on 
the application of the system and whether any advanced technology has been used (IEA 
2011c). Optimising EMDSs is essential as any improvements in motor efficiency, resulting 
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from MEPS requirements, may be offset if the overall system is operating at sub-optimal 
levels (IEA 2011f). This is illustrated in Figure 4.2-1 below. 
 
 
Figure 4.2-1 Components of Electric Motor Driven Systems (EMDSs). 
Data Source: (IEA 2011c, 29). 
 
Historically, the regulation of EMDSs has been via the use of electric motor MEPS as the efficiency 
of electric motors is the easiest way to enforce regulation (IEA 2011f). In particular, medium sized 
electric motors have been subject to MEPS as medium sized motors consumed the most energy and 
are homogeneous and mass produced (IEA 2011f). The International Electrotechnical Commission 
(IEC) has recently aligned existing national and regional motor efficiency classes into four 
efficiency bands under IEC 60034-3010, including IE1, IE2, IE3 and IE4 (from lowest to most 
efficient, respectively)
11
 (IEA 2011f).  
Table 4.2-1 compares a number of regional and national schemes against the first three 
efficiency bands – standard, high and premium (as no country has yet implemented IE4 level 
MEPS).  
 
                                                 
10
 International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 60034-30: 2008 Rotating electrical machines - Part 30: Efficiency 
classes of single-speed, three-phase, cage-induction motors (IE-code) 
11
 The nominal efficiencies for 4-pole 50 Hz electric motors are IE1 (73%-94%), IE2 (79%-95%), IE3 (83%-96%) and 
IE4 (86%-97%) depending on the motor size (the range specified covers 1 kW to 500 kW motors) (IEA 2011c, 23). 
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Table 4.2-1 shows that the EU and the US have the most comprehensive MEPS for electric 
motors (of the countries included in the comparison). 
 
Table 4.2-1 IEC 60034-30 Electric Motor Efficiency Classes in Different Countries. 
 
Data Source: (IEA 2011c, 24). 
 
Voluntary High Efficiency Performance Standards (HEPSs) can be complementary to MEPSs 
as HEPSs encourages innovation and competition (EnergyRating 2012; AG 2010). This is 
because HEPSs help consumers easily identify the best-performing product within a category 
of products and therefore can be used as endorsement labels (providing an incentive for 
suppliers to invest in supplying HEPSs to market) (EnergyRating 2012; AG 2010). However, 
HEPSs need to be regularly updated to ensure that they stimulate innovation and raise the 
ceiling for products available to market (AG 2010). 
 
Examples of global best practise MEPS include: 
 US (IEA 2011f; IEA 2011c): The US was the first country to introduce MEPS for 
electric motors, with IE2 level MEPS being introduced in 1992. In 2005, the US 
introduced NEMA Premium efficiency ratings (IE3 level MEPS) and extended the 
coverage to a larger range of electric motors. The US also has voluntary labelling for 
some fans and compressors. 
 Canada (IEA 2011c; EnergyRating 2010): Canada is also an international leader for 
electric motor MEPS, with IE2 level MEPS being introduced in the late 1990s. 
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Canada later increased its electric motor MEPS to IE3 levels. Canada also has 
regulations which enables motors with 75% loads to be deemed to pass its MEPS 
requirements. Lastly, Canada also has MEPS for gas-fired boilers. 
 EU (IEA 2011f; IEA 2011c; EnergyRating 2010): In 2009, the EU member states 
were required to adopt MEPS for some medium sized electric motors as a result of 
implementing the EU Directive 2009/125/EC
 12
. Between 2015 and 2017 these MEPS 
levels will be increased to require IE3 level MEPS for standalone electric motors or 
IE2 level MEPS for motors equipped with VSDs. This Directive also covers motor 
efficiencies at full, 75% and 50% loads and incorporates regulations for some 
commercial building fans. Some EU member countries also have national regulations 
covering fans, with Sweden and the UK having schemes which rate the efficiency of 
fans and Denmark having a voluntary labelling scheme for fans. From 2013 onwards, 
the EU Directive 2009/125/EC
 
is also expected to cover the performance of building 
circulator pumps. The EU also has MEPS and mandatory labelling for gas-fired 
boilers. 
 New Zealand (IEA 2011f): Currently requires IE2 level MEPS and has stated its goal 
of increasing its MEPS to IE3 levels however no formal policies have been proposed. 
 China (IEA 2011f; IEA 2011c; EnergyRating 2010): Since 2002 China has had 
MEPS for some small/medium sized electric motors and in 2011 China increased its 
electric motor MEPS to IE2 levels. Since 2005 China has had a mandatory standard 
for some clear water pumps and China also has MEPS for a number of compressors 
and fans. 
 Japan (IEA 2012a; AG 2010): Through its Top Runner Program, Japan has issued a 
national motor measurement standard and efficiency standard covering some motor 
types (both based on the international standards). Japan’s Top Runner Program is a 
                                                 
12
 Eco-Design Directive (2009/125/EC) 
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mandatory HEPS and involves a best practise product being named as a “top runner” 
and then the remainder of the market being required to meet this efficiency level. 
 Other Countries (IEA 2011f; IEA 2011c; EnergyRating 2010): Brazil, Korea, 
Mexico and Taiwan require IE2 level MEPS for some electric motors. Mexico has 
mandatory labelling requirements for pumps while Korea has a voluntary certification 
scheme covering pump efficiency. Korea also has a voluntary labelling scheme for 
fans and gas fired-boilers. 
 
Best practise policy measures to optimise the energy efficiency of EMDSs, include:  
 MEPSs for All Major Classes of Electric Motors (IEA 2011c; IEA 2011a): Should 
be adopted and should be consistent with international best practise (no lower than IE3 
levels for asynchronous motors). Adopted MEPS should apply to standalone electric 
motors as well as motors integrated into pre-packaged EMDSs. Adopted MEPS 
should cover a wide range of motors sizes (100 W to 1,000 kW) 
 MEPS for Packaged Integrated EMDSs (IEA 2011c; IEA 2011a): MEPS or 
efficiency labelling should be introduced for packaged integrated EMDS, including 
fans, pumps, circulation pumps, compressors, boilers, etc. Adopted MEPS should 
cover a wide range of EMDSs (100 W to 1,000 kW). 
 Test Procedures (IEA 2011c): National test procedures should be adopted for all 
major motors types and EMDS components (transmissions, gears and system control 
devices). Further, energy performance test procedures for EMDS applications (water 
pumping, lifts/elevators, escalators, conveyors, etc.) should be developed. National 
test procedures should be based on internationally recognised test procedures.  
 MEPSs for Other Industrial Equipment (IEA 2011c; IEA 2011a): MEPS for gears 
and transmissions should be adopted to discourage/prohibit the use of inefficient 
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technologies (such as worm gears and V-belts) and MEPSs should also be adopted for 
distribution transformers. 
 Non-Regulatory Measures (IEA 2011c; IEA 2011a; EnergyRating 2010): Non-
regulatory measures should also be developed to support the optimisation of EMDSs, 
including awareness programs (targeted at all decisions makers, including executives, 
procurement, maintenance, production and operations), incentive schemes (such as 
HEPSs and other voluntary labelling), capacity building (development of tools to 
support best practise), market monitoring (conducted at regular intervals) and public 
disclosure (with energy performance data being required to be published on websites). 
 
4.3. Complementary Financial Policies 
Policies to promote investment in energy efficiency are essential in addressing a number of 
implementation impediments, including the perceived higher risk of energy efficiency 
projects, the intangible nature of energy efficiency projects and the relative size of projects 
(IEA 2009a; IEA 2010b). Best practise complementary financial policies for industry includes 
promoting energy efficiency investment through eliminating energy subsidies, internalising 
environmental costs, introducing tax incentives, arranging loan guarantees and promoting 
energy performance contracting (IEA 2011a). These measures can take the form of emissions 
trading schemes, white certificate schemes, direct subsidies/grants, tax credits/exemptions, 
preferential loans, differentiated energy prices, accelerated depreciation for energy efficiency 
expenditure, research and development funding, third-party financing/leasing arrangements 
(IEA and IIP 2012) and even feed-in tariffs for energy savings (Bertoldi, Rezessy and 
Oikonomou 2013).  
 
Public‐private partnerships assist in developing frameworks to facilitate energy efficiency 
financing and are an essential component of any energy efficiency policy mix for industry 
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(IEA 2011a; IEA 2012a). Public-private partnerships involve risk sharing between public and 
private partners and can take the form of dedicated lines of credit, risk-sharing facilities and 
Energy Service Companies (ESCOs); with ESCOs being applicable for more mature markets 
(IEA 2010b; IEA 2012b). ESCOs identify and implement energy efficiency projects as well 
as arrange project financing  (IEA 2010a). The compensation received by ESCOs is based on 
energy performance contracts and this means that the use of ESCOs ensures that energy 
savings eventuate (IEA 2010a; IEA 2012b; World Bank 2008b). 
 
Because of their complexity, unfamiliarity and small size, energy efficiency investments can 
be viewed as “… too much hassle for too little profit” (IEA 2010b, 58). The establishment of 
a national energy savings Measurement and Verification (M&V) protocol helps reduce 
uncertainty when quantifying energy efficiency outcomes and thus facilitates investment in 
energy efficiency projects (IEA 2011a; IEA 2010b). This is because M&V protocols ensure 
that there are consistent methodologies for quantifying energy savings and therefore M&V 
protocols assist investors and banks to better assess risks and returns associated with energy 
efficiency projects (IEA 2009a; IEA and IIP 2012; IEA 2010b). Under the GSEP, an 
international M&V protocol is being developed by a number of countries (including Canada 
and the US) to ensure conformance with ISO 50001 and all EU member states are required to 
develop M&V protocols under the EU Directive 2006/32/EC
13
 (IEA 2012a). When 
quantifying energy efficiency outcomes it is essential to ensure that all savings associated 
with energy efficiency projects, including non-energy savings, are quantified to present a 
more compelling case to decision makers (Pye and McKane 2000). 
 
Examples of effective complementary financial policies implemented to date include: 
 Japan (Geller, Harrington, Rosenfeld, Tanishima and Unander 2006; IEA 
                                                 
13
 Directive on energy end‐use efficiency and energy services (2006/32/EC), Articles 9 and 15 
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2009a): Has tax incentives and low interest loans for industrial energy efficiency 
projects under its 1993 Conservation Law, subsidies for advanced energy-savings 
technologies and cogeneration as well as requiring minimum standards to be met 
before financing of building upgrades is approved. 
 EU (Geller, et al. 2006; IEA 2009a; IEA 2010a; IEA 2012b): Has funding for 
research and development relating to industrial energy efficiency projects as well as 
grants, low interest loans and preferential loans approvals for industrial energy 
efficiency projects. Also, the EU has energy taxes (and rebates where energy reduction 
targets are met), an emissions trading scheme and some EU countries successfully 
utilise ESCOs with energy performance contracting.  
 US (Geller, et al. 2006; IEA 2010a; IEA 2012b): Has tax credits and grants are 
available for research and development relating to industrial energy efficiency 
projects. The US also has widespread use of ESCOs to effectively implement and 
ensure energy savings eventuate. Under its Federal Energy Management Program 
(FEMP), government agencies partner with local utilities via a competitive bidding 
process to meet their 30% energy reduction requirements (per the 2005 Energy Policy 
Act and Executive Order 13423). Local utilities act as ESCOs and regional energy 
performance contracts can be signed; this means that the contracting process is 
simplified and less costly because procurement is streamlined. 
 Canada (Bertoldi, et al. 2013; IEA 2012b): Has ESCOs with energy performance 
contracting and has innovative seasonal electricity rebates. In Ontario, the Summer 
Challenge Program provides a 10% rebate (on the electricity price) to businesses who 
reduce their summer electricity use when compared to the last 2 years consumption.  
 New Zealand (IEA 2012a): Is partnering with private banks to finance energy 
efficiency projects and has an emissions trading scheme. 
 Korea (IEA 2012a): Is partnering with private banks to finance industrial energy 
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efficiency projects as well as providing government funding for energy efficiency 
projects. 
 Other Counties (IEA 2012a): The governments in Poland and the Slovak Republic 
have partnered with private banks to provide lines of credit for energy efficiency 
projects. 
 
4.4. Governance 
Institutional arrangements for energy efficiency governance can consist of government 
agencies with broad energy responsibilities, governmental agencies with a clean energy focus, 
government agencies focussed only on energy efficiency, independent statutory authorities, 
independent state owned corporations, partnerships between government and non-
governmental entities as well as non-governmental organisations (World Bank 2008a). It has 
been shown that government agencies which only focus on energy efficiency can ensure that a 
coherent energy efficiency strategy is established and implemented by a country (World Bank 
2008a). 
 
National energy efficiency strategies and action plans are essential for the implementing 
coherent energy efficiency policies within a country (IEA 2009a). This is because national 
strategies and action plans can guide and prioritise multiple energy efficiency policies as they 
set the broader policy context, prioritise resource allocations, reduce duplication, capitalise on 
synergies and allocate responsibilities of multiple energy efficiency policies (IEA 2009a; IEA 
2010a). National strategies are particularly important when countries have multiple levels of 
government as they help coordinate fragmented policies as well as establish accountability 
between different levels of government (IEA 2009a; IEA 2009b). National strategies rather 
than sectoral strategies are required because they promote energy efficiency across a nation 
and act as drivers for strategic changes in a nation’s energy efficiency policies (IEA 2010a). 
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National energy efficiency action plans are required in addition to national strategies because 
they provide a more focussed approach and incorporate implementation blueprints (IEA 
2010a). 
 
Best practise national energy efficiency strategies and action plans should integrate with the 
broader policy context (reflect country, sector, economic and environmental issues); set clear 
goals, expectations and timelines; incorporate rationales, highlight critical priorities 
(sectors/end users); specify targets and action plans; establish accountability and feedback 
mechanisms for learnings as well as incorporate consultation with stakeholders (IEA 2009a; 
IEA 2012a; IEA 2011a; IEA 2010a; IEA 2009c). It is also important for national strategies 
and action plans to be ambitious and innovative (IEA 2009a) to ensure that new and emerging 
technologies are continuously integrated (IEA 2011a). Energy efficiency targets are a way of 
quantifying national energy efficiency strategies as implementation can be tracked and any 
policy adjustments can be identified and actioned (IEA 2010a). Many implemented energy 
efficiency targets are embedded in the climate change policies of a country (Rietbergen and 
Blok 2010). 
 
Examples of implemented best practise national strategies, action plans and targets include: 
 EU (IEA 2009a; IEA 2010a): Required development of national energy efficiency 
strategies and action plans as a result of implementing the EU Directive 2006/32/EC
14
, 
including a 20% reduction target for energy consumption by 2020 (based on business 
as usual levels). The EU has a range of governance structures; for example, Sweden 
has a government agency with broad energy responsibilities, the UK has an 
independent statutory authority (focussing on energy efficiency and clean energy) and 
Germany has a public-private partnership via an incorporated entity.  
                                                 
14
 Directive on energy end‐use efficiency and energy services (2006/32/EC), Articles 9 and 15 
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 Singapore (IEA 2010a): Has developed an energy efficiency blueprint for all sectors 
which includes a reduction target for energy efficiency of 35% by 2030 (based on 
2005 levels). Energy efficiency policy in Singapore is overseen by a government 
agency with broad energy responsibilities. 
 China (AG 2010; IEA 2010a): Has committed to a 40% to 45% improvement in its 
energy intensity by 2020 after having a 20% improvement target for 2010 (both 
targets are based on 2005 levels). Energy efficiency policy in China is overseen by a 
government agency with broad energy responsibilities. 
 Russia (AG 2010; IEA 2010a): Has committed to a 40% improvement in energy 
intensity by 2020 (based on 2007 levels). Energy efficiency policy in Russia is 
overseen by a government agency with broad energy responsibilities. 
 Japan (IEA 2009a; AG 2010; IEA 2010a): Has committed to a 30% improvement in 
energy efficiency by 2030 (based on 2003 levels). Energy efficiency policy in Japan is 
overseen by a government agency with broad energy responsibilities. 
 Canada (IEA 2009a; AG 2010; IEA 2010a): Individual provinces and territories 
have committed to a 20% improvement in energy efficiency by 2020. Energy 
efficiency policy in Canada is overseen by a government agency with broad energy 
responsibilities. 
 Korea (IEA 2010a): Has developed a national low carbon strategy which includes an 
11% improvement in energy efficiency by 2012 (based on 2007 levels). Energy 
efficiency policy in Korea is overseen by an independent statutory authority, focussing 
on energy efficiency and clean energy. 
 
Compliance, monitoring and enforcement (CME) of energy efficiency policies is required to 
ensure that energy savings eventuate (IEA 2009a; Rezessy and Bertoldi 2011). This is 
because they assist in determining what is being achieved and whether implemented energy 
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efficiency policies are being effective (IEA 2010c; IEA and IIP 2012). For example, CME 
measures for MEPS means that end user receive the product they believe they are purchasing, 
businesses are provided with a level playing field and policy makers can evaluate the 
effectiveness of their policies and implement any improvements when required (IEA 2010c). 
CME measures also reduce the level of non-compliance (IEA 2010c). Penalties for non-
compliance should be clearly stipulated to ensure deterrence and non-compliances should be 
reported publically to ensure a fair and transparent process (IEA 2011a). EU member 
countries have improved their CME activities as a result of implementing a number of EU 
Directives (IEA 2012a).  
 
Regular evaluation of implemented energy efficiency policies is critical for ensuring that 
policy objectives are delivered in the most cost-effective manner possible as well as ensuring 
that any changes in market conditions fully considered (IEA 2009a). Evaluation of energy 
efficiency policies is particularly important for energy efficiency, as energy efficiency policy 
impacts are difficult to measure (IEA 2010a). Implemented energy efficiency policies should 
be evaluated during and after implementation (IEA 2011a) and it is also important to ensure 
that any findings are implemented and that broader fiscal policies are reviewed for their 
impact on energy efficiency outcomes (IEA 2009a). The evaluation of energy efficiency 
policies should be based on evaluation protocols and should cover the entire policy portfolio 
(IEA 2010a). Most developed nations have effective ex ante evaluation of implemented 
energy efficiency policies (IEA 2009a).  
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5. Benchmarking Australia’s Implemented Policies 
The following section of the dissertation benchmarks Australia’s implemented energy 
efficiency policies for industry against global best practise policies and examples. 
 
5.1. Energy Management Policies 
The EEO program is an effective mechanism to promote best practise energy management 
within industry as the EEO program has contributed to increased energy efficiency outcomes 
for industry in Australia, with considerable energy savings and net financial benefits being 
realised by participating corporations since its inception. The EEO program has been 
recognised internationally as an innovative policy which encourages industrial energy 
efficiency as well as highlights corporate and government collaboration (ACIL Tasman 
2013). Specifically, the Executive Director of the IEA, noted that “Australia’s EEO program 
provides a leading-edge example of how best to reduce energy use and improve energy 
management systems” (AG 2012). Further, the IEA believes that the EEO program is the type 
of policy which guarantees the outcomes envisioned in its Efficient World Scenario (IEA 
2012c). This means that the IEA believes that the EEO program is a leading edge policy for 
addressing industrial energy management shortfalls. 
 
While the EEO program does not require the use of the international energy management 
standard and certified energy management systems, it does require that robust energy 
assessments are undertaken for the majority of a corporation’s energy use (DRET 2011b). The 
EEO program also requires that a range of personnel be involved in these assessments, 
including site personnel, personnel with energy/process/technological expertise, operations 
management and senior management (DRET 2011b). Although the EEO program requires 
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that personnel from multiple disciplines are involved it does not require that practitioners and 
auditors be certified or formally trained.   
 
The first cycle review conducted by ACIL Tasman (2013) identified three aspects of the EEO 
program as success factors, including technical advice provided by the Government, the 
provision of detailed guidance material and regular capacity building workshops. Energy 
efficiency organisational capacity has increased with the EEO program and this is evidenced 
by a number of good practise energy management approaches being normal business practise 
for the majority of participating corporations. The good business practises evident include 
energy efficiency being strategic goals, full costs/benefits of energy efficiency projects being 
evaluated, decision-makers having access to energy use data and employees being encouraged 
to identify opportunities.  The annual capacity building workshops can be viewed as energy 
efficiency network although there is no opportunity to develop sector-wide strategies and 
targets.  
 
Lastly, the EEO program does not require other key best practise energy managing measures, 
including the adoption of voluntary agreements, the commitment of corporate energy 
efficiency targets and recognition of best practise energy performance by individual 
corporations. However, the federal government is currently developing measures to recognise 
excellent energy performance of individual corporations under the EEO program (DRET 
2013c). 
 
5.2. MEPS for Industrial Equipment 
In 2001, Australia introduced IE1 level MEPS for some medium sized electric motors in 2006 these 
MEPS levels were upgraded to IE2 levels (IEA 2011c; EnergyRating 2013e). Refer to  
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Table 4.2-1 for further detail. Australia has stated its goal of increasing its electric motor 
MEPS to IE3 levels however no formal policies have been proposed (IEA 2011f). As such, 
Australia currently only has high level MEPSs for some medium sized motors. The electric 
motor industry in Australia believes that some non-registered motors are still being imported 
and this means that there are improvements to be made surrounding the enforcement of 
existing MEPS in Australia.  
 
Best practise MEPS require premium level MEPS for a broad range of electric motors. The 
US, Canada and the EU are the only countries which have premium level MEPS for the 
electric motors (IEA 2011c). It has been estimated that Australia lags behind the global 
leaders (the US and Canada) by approximately three to four years (IEA 2011f). As such, 
Australia should make its electric motors MEPS more stringent and expand its current electric 
motor MEPS by introducing premium level MEPS for a broad range of electric motors. As 
Australia’s electric motor MEPS only target some medium sized motors, the remaining 
medium sized motors, small motors and large motors are not being addressed by any specific 
policy measures. Further, the majority of savings from EMDSs are non-motor related, and this 
means that Australia’s MEPS are not targeting the full savings potential (even for the motor 
types where MEPS are required). In addition, Australia does not here any specific policy 
measures for EMDSs and this means that improvements gained from the existing electric 
motor MEPS may be offset if associated EMDSs are operating at sub-optimal levels (IEA 
2011f).  
 
Australia also has MEPS for some distribution transformers however Australia does not have 
MEPS for pumps, fans, compressors, boilers, gears or transmissions nor any specific policy 
measures covering integrated packaged EMDSs. The Australian Government conducted a 
review in 2010 which recommended that MEPS be introduced for key equipment in EMDSs 
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(with fans, pumps and gas-fired boilers being identified as high priority items) (EnergyRating 
2010). As a result, Australia has recently completed a preliminary analysis to determine 
whether MEPS could be used to improve the efficiency of some industrial fans (EnergyRating 
2012). The results from this analysis indicated that MEPS are a cost effective mechanism 
(EnergyRating 2012) and stakeholder consultation is currently being undertaken 
(EnergyRating 2013f). 
 
The review conducted in 2010 also recommended that Australia adopt national test standards 
based on international standards (EnergyRating 2010). This is because Australia currently 
only has national test standards for pump and fan efficiencies; thus national test standards are 
required for electric motors, other EMDS components and system control devices. Lastly, 
Australia also does not have any focussed non-regulatory measures to support the 
optimisation of EMDSs. 
 
5.3. Complementary Financial Policies 
Since July 2012, Australia has had a carbon price with associated energy efficiency funding 
available for industry under the CTP. Australia also has financing assistance for industrial 
energy efficiency projects available from LCA and the CEFC; in the form of fixed interest 
loans, flexible loan repayments and other financing arrangements. The CPM was designed to 
transition to an emissions trading scheme in July 2015 however the change of government in 
September 2013 (ABC 2013a) and the potential make-up of the Senate (ABC 2013b) means 
that it is highly unlikely that the CPM and associated funding will continue. This is because 
the new federal government plans to immediately repeal the carbon price and reverse the 
associated funding mechanisms (Liberal Party of Australia 2013a). The proposed alternative 
is the Liberal Party’s Direct Action Plan which involves the establishment of an Emissions 
Reduction Fund, with $3 billion in funding (Liberal Party of Australia 2013b) being allocated 
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to soil carbon abatement activities, coal mine fugitives abatement, electricity generation 
improvements, landfill gas re-use and energy efficiency improvements (Hunt 2013). Refer to 
Appendix 5.1A for further detail. It is also debatable whether the Direct Action Plan will be 
successfully introduced by the Liberal Party once the carbon price has been repealed (Climate 
Spectator 2013a). Therefore, while Australia currently has policies in place to internalise 
externalities and promote investment in energy efficiency, it is highly unlikely that these 
policies measures will continue in the future. This highlights the high level of policy 
uncertainty surrounding Australia’s complementary financial measures for industrial energy 
efficiency. 
 
Australia currently has white certificate schemes in some states however there is no national 
white certificate scheme and also there are harmonisation issues with the state based white 
certificate schemes. Australia also does not have any tax incentives to promote energy 
efficiency investment as there is no energy taxes, tax credits, tax exemptions or accelerated 
depreciation available to industry. In addition, Australia does not have any dedicated lines of 
credit or loan guarantees, although it is debatable whether these mechanisms are required as 
Australia has a mature market. In addition, Australia does not have any policies which 
promote ESCOs and this is a shortfall given that ESCOs with energy performance contracting 
can facilitate energy efficiency investment while also ensuring that energy savings eventuate.  
 
Lastly, Australia does not have a national M&V protocol to reduce uncertainty and improve 
consistency when quantifying energy savings. However, Australia is part of the GSEP 
taskforce which is currently developing the international M&V protocol (Clean Energy 
Ministerial 2013). 
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5.4. Governance 
Australia has a national strategy and action plan for energy efficiency, with NSEE and NFEE 
ensuring that the federal and state governments coordinate and collaborate their actions on 
energy efficiency. While Australia has its commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 
5% to 15%
15
 by 2020 (based on 2000 levels) (DIICCSRTE 2013), there is no specific energy 
savings or energy efficiency target for Australia. However, the Prime Minister’s Task Group 
on Energy Efficiency Report of 2010 (AG 2010) suggested that a national energy efficiency 
target be set, equating to a 30% improvement in primary energy intensity by 2020 (based on 
2010 levels) (AG 2010). 
 
The COAG and the SCER (with its associated committees and working groups) oversee the 
implementation of Australia’s national strategy and action plan for energy efficiency (AG 
2010). Thus, these government bodies ensure that there is a coordinated approach for energy 
efficiency policies and that energy efficiency responsibilities are clearly defined (DRET 
2013g; IEA 2010a; AG 2010). While these government bodies provide a governance structure 
at a national level, the Prime Minister’s Task Group on Energy Efficiency Report of 2010 
(AG 2010) suggested that the energy efficiency governance structure in Australia should be 
simplified to represent a single governmental body focussed solely on energy efficiency. 
Whether this be in the form of a stand-alone Energy Efficiency Commission or a part of the 
existing Australian Energy Market Commission (AEMC)). This recommendation is consistent 
with global best practise as it has been shown that government agencies which only focus on 
energy efficiency can ensure that a coherent energy efficiency strategy is established and 
implemented within a country. However, this recommendation has no yet been implemented 
by Australia. 
 
                                                 
15
 This is more likely to be a 5% reduction (Liberal Party of Australia 2013b). 
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In Australia, CME activities are embedded in each implemented energy efficiency policy. For 
example, compliance of the EEO program is monitored by the Department of Resources 
Energy and Tourism (DRET) and considered in the full cycle review. While the compliance 
of the NSW ESS is monitored by a NSW state government body, with major instances of non-
compliance being publically reported in the scheme’s annual performance report. There are 
some minor compliance issues with the MEPS scheme as it is believed that some non-
compliant electric motors are being imported by minor suppliers (with major suppliers being 
compliant). Most of Australia’s implemented energy efficiency policies have formal 
evaluation programs in place. For instance, a mid cycle review and full cycle review have 
been conducted for the first cycle of the EEO program, with the full cycle review being 
performed by an independent consultancy. It is noted that the CPM, the CTP and the CEFC 
funding have not yet been subject to formal evaluations and this is because they have only 
been recently introduced. 
 
5.5. Summary of Benchmarking 
Table 5.5 1 summarises the benchmarking of Australia’s implemented energy efficiency 
policies for industry, and highlights the major gaps identified.  
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Table 5.5-1 Benchmarking Australia’s Implemented Energy Efficiency Policies. 
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6. Conclusion 
There is significant potential for improved energy efficiency outcomes in Australia due to the 
existence of energy efficiency barriers, with a targeted improvement in primary energy 
intensity of 30% by 2020 being ambitious but achievable. In particular, there is considerable 
energy savings available from industry, with savings from industry potentially representing up 
10.7% of Australia’s annual energy use.  
 
Australia currently has a range of energy efficiency policies in place for industry and this is 
particularly important given the complexity surrounding energy efficiency. These policies are 
administered at different levels of government which means that there is considerable overlap 
and duplication in compliance reporting and administration costs. Overall, Australia’s current 
energy efficiency polices for industry vary in terms of their level of energy efficiency 
outcomes. While there is a drive to replace state based white certificates schemes with a 
national energy savings initiative, extensive consultation is yet to be undertaken. Expansion of 
industrial equipment MEPS is essential and only time will tell if the carbon price and 
associated funding will be effective or will even continue to exist. To date, the EEO program 
is by far the most effective policy implemented in Australia to improve industrial energy 
efficiency and has been recognised internationally as a leading edge policy for addressing 
industrial energy management shortfalls. This is because the EEO program has resulted in 
considerable energy savings and net financial benefits for industry in Australia as well as 
encouraging corporate and government collaboration. 
 
The policy gap analysis undertaken suggests that improvements for Australia’s industrial 
energy efficiency policy portfolio, include: 
 Energy Management: Australia should require that the international energy 
management standard (ISO 50001) be adopted by corporations and certification 
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should be obtained when the benefits outweigh the costs. Australia should consider 
whether voluntary agreements between the government and individual corporations 
and/or agreed corporate energy efficiency targets can improve the outcome of 
industrial energy efficiency. Australia should continue to implement its leading edge 
EEO program and Australia should also continue to develop measures which 
recognise excellent energy performance by individual corporations. 
 MEPs for Industrial Equipment: Australia lags behind global leaders of industrial 
equipment MEPS and therefore Australia should extend its existing electric motor 
MEPS and make them more stringent (by introducing premium level MEPS for a 
broader range of electric motors, including small/medium/large motors). As the 
majority of savings from EMDSs are non-motor related, Australia should develop 
MEPs or efficiency labelling for packaged integrated EMDSs as well as EMDS 
components (fans, pumps, compressors, boilers, gears and transmissions). Australia 
should also develop national test procedures for industrial equipment as well as 
consider introducing supportive policies to optimise EMDSs (including, awareness 
programs, incentive schemes, capacity building, market monitoring and public 
disclosure). 
 Complementary Financial Policies: It is highly unlikely that Australia’s existing 
carbon price and associated energy efficiency funding/financing will continue and 
therefore it is imperative that other complementary financial policies are either 
expanded and new policies are introduced. A national white certificate scheme should 
be introduced to replace the existing state based schemes and Australia should 
introduce tax incentives as well as measures to promote ESCOs activities (to ensure 
that industrial energy savings eventuate). Australia should also continue to support the 
development of the international M&V protocol and require corporations to use this 
protocol when quantifying energy efficiency savings.  
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 Governance: To ensure a coherent energy efficiency strategy is implemented, 
Australia should establish a national governmental body which is focussed only on 
energy efficiency. Australia should also commit to a national energy savings target of 
30% by 2020. Regulatory bodies should ensure that CME activities reduce any 
instances of non-compliance and that all implemented energy efficiency policies are 
regularly evaluated and that broader fiscal policies are reviewed for their impact on 
energy efficiency outcomes. 
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Appendix 3.1A – Overview of Australia’s Energy Efficiency Policies 
The table below is a summary of Australia’s energy efficiency policies relating to industry. 
The justification for inclusion/exclusion in the dissertation is also detailed in the table below. 
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Appendix 3.4A – NSW Energy Savings Scheme (ESS) 
The table below summarises key elements of the NSW ESS and the scheme’s performance to 
date is summarised subsequently. 
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As at the end of 2011 there were 33 liable parties and 75 accredited certificate creators 
(IPART 2012). As at the end of 2012, approximately 4.7 million valid certificates had been 
created under the NSW ESS, with 3.8% of all certificates created being invalid. Refer to 
Table 3.4A-1 below. Table 3.4A-1 also shows that overall 80.9% of certificates were 
surrendered for compliance purposes and no certificates have been surrendered for voluntary 
purposes. There is an excess supply of certificates of 0.9 million certificates or 19.8% of the 
gross target as at the end of 2012. Since the commencement of the NSW ESS there has been 
adequate certificates available, with certificates available each year being over 90% of the 
gross target (100% less 10% for borrowing (DCCEE and DRET 2011)). 
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Table 3.4A-1 NSW ESS Performance to Date. 
 
Data Sources: (IPART 2010; IPART 2011; IPART 2012; ESS 2013d; AER 2013b; 
ESS 2013g; RAA and EECC 2012). 
 
 
Table 3.4A-1 also illustrates the number of certificates surrendered each year by liable parties 
and the annual targets (including the gross and net annual targets), with the gross annual 
target equating to a set percentage of NSW electricity sales and the net annual target 
represents the gross target adjusted for any prior year and current year borrowing of 
certificates. Note that the surrender of certificates during 2012 is based on the ESC Registry 
data while other years are based on reports published by IPART. Table 3.4A-1 illustrates that 
for all years the net annual target was met via the surrender of certificates as well as the 
payment of penalties. Overall 80.9% of liable parties’ obligations were acquitted via surrender 
and 16.3% of liable parties’ obligations were acquitted through paying the shortfall penalty. 
This means that overall the majority of liable parties’ obligations are being met via the 
surrender of certificates.  
 
The majority of certificates created relate to the installation of more efficient commercial 
lighting (59.4%) as well as commercial process change activities or system controls (14.2%) 
Description 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total
Gross Certificates Created 276,942          826,020          1,136,126        2,646,621        4,885,709      
Invalid Certificates Created -                61,635           50,006            73,970            185,611          
Valid Certificates Created 276,942         764,385         1,086,120       2,572,651       4,700,098      
Prior Year Excess Certificates n/a 128,014          240,744           263,300           n/a
Certificates Available 276,942         892,399         1,326,864       2,835,951       4,700,098      
Certificates Surrendered (Compliance) 148,928          651,655          1,063,564        1,936,006        3,800,153      
Certificates Surrendered (Voluntary) -                -                -                 -                 -                  
Excess Certificates 128,014         240,744         263,300           899,945           899,945          
% Invalid Certificate Creation 0.0% 7.5% 4.4% 2.8% 3.8%
% Certificates Surrendered (Compliance) 53.8% 73.0% 80.2% 68.3% 80.9%
% Certificates Surrendered (Voluntary) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Annual NSW MWh Electricity Sales 78,850,000     77,850,000     76,300,000       73,166,667       306,166,667  
Annual NSW PJ Electricity Sales 283.9             280.3             274.7              263.4              1,102.2           
% Target 0.4% 1.2% 2.0% 2.8% n/a
MWh Target 272,753         809,438         1,334,259        1,867,963        4,284,413      
PJ Target 1.0                2.9                4.8                 6.7                 15.4                
Gross Certificate Target 289,118         858,004         1,414,315       1,980,041       4,541,478      
Prior Year Obligation Carried Forward -                139,843          29,012            128,402           297,257          
Current Year Obligation Carried Forward (139,843)        (29,012)          (128,402)          -                 (297,257)        
Net Certificate Target 149,275         968,835         1,314,925       2,108,443       4,541,478      
% Certificates Available of Gross Target 95.8% 104.0% 93.8% 143.2% 103.5%
% Excess Certificates of Gross Target 44.3% 28.1% 18.6% 45.5% 19.8%
Obligation Acquitted by Surrender 148,928          651,655          1,063,564        1,936,006        3,800,153      
Obligation Acquitted by Penalty 347               317,180          251,361           172,437           741,325          
% Obligation Acquitted by Surrender 51.5% 76.0% 75.2% 97.8% 83.7%
% Obligation Acquitted by Penalty 0.1% 37.0% 17.8% 8.7% 16.3%
% Net Obligation Carried Forward 48.4% -12.9% 7.0% -6.5% 0.0%
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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as well as residential showerhead replacements (13.5%). Refer to Table 3.4A-2 for further 
detail, specially: 
 In 2009: The major activities were commercial lighting and commercial process 
changes. 
 In 2010: The major activity was showerhead replacements in residential premises. 
 In 2011 and 2012: The major activities were commercial lighting as residential 
showerhead replacements were phased out in December 2011 (ESS 2013a). 
Table 3.4A-2 NSW ESS Certificate Activity Type. 
 
Data Sources: (IPART 2010; IPART 2011; IPART 2012; ESS 2013d). 
 
Overall the proportion of certificates relating to commercial activities totals 85.7% whilst 
residential activities equates to 14.3%. Other commercial activities consist of showerhead 
replacements, building upgrades, HVAC/chiller upgrades, modifications to compressed air 
systems, fans/pump and refrigeration as well as power factors corrections (ESS 2013d). 
Whilst other residential activities consist of the removal of old fridges and freezers as well as 
upgrades to lighting and whitegoods (ESS 2013d). 
 
There are three calculation categories available under the NSW ESS; one deeming 
methodology and two calculation methodologies (based on project boundaries or metered 
baselines) (ESS 2012b). The majority of certificates have been created using the deeming 
methodology. Refer to Table 3.4A-3. This is consistent with the major energy efficiency 
activities which are both deeming methods (commercial lighting and showerhead 
Description 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total
Commercial Lighting 97,146           91,107           534,944           2,069,063        2,792,260      
Commercial Process Change/Control Systems 118,871          173,527          150,532           226,031           668,961          
Other Commercial Activities 23,185           130,222          174,320           239,850           567,577          
Residential Showerhead Replacements 37,032           369,271          223,772           2,403              632,478          
Other Residential Activities 708               258               2,552              35,304            38,822            
Total Certificates Created 276,942         764,385         1,086,120       2,572,651       4,700,098      
Commercial Lighting 35.1% 11.9% 49.3% 80.4% 59.4%
Commercial Process Change/Control Systems 42.9% 22.7% 13.9% 8.8% 14.2%
Other Commercial Activities 8.4% 17.0% 16.0% 9.3% 12.1%
Residential Showerhead Replacements 13.4% 48.3% 20.6% 0.1% 13.5%
Other Residential Activities 0.3% 0.0% 0.2% 1.4% 0.8%
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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replacements). 
 
Overall, the total estimated savings attributable to the certificates created equates to 16.0 PJ as 
at the end of 2012, with the commercial proportion equating to 13.7 PJ. When the impact of 
deeming and forward creation has been removed the estimated actual savings equate to 6.6 PJ 
or 43.0% of the gross energy reduction target of 15.4 PJ. The estimated actual savings 
calculation assumes an average deeming period of 10 years and forward creation period of 5 
years (RAA and EECC 2012). When the business proportion is applied this equates to 5.7 PJ 
(36.9% of the gross energy reduction target or 0.5% of NSW electricity sales for the 
corresponding period). Refer below to Table 3.4A-3. 
 
 
Table 3.4A-3 NSW ESS Calculation Methodologies and Estimated Actual Savings. 
Data Sources: (IPART 2010; IPART 2011; IPART 2012; ESS 2013d; RAA and EECC 2012). 
 
The annual energy savings of the NSW ESS scheme have been forecasted to significantly 
increase to 7.1 PJ or 1,972 GWh in 2015 (RAA and EECC 2012). This means that the impact 
of the NSW ESS has the potential to significantly increase, by approximately 100% when 
compared to the 3.6 PJ savings of 2012.  
Description 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total
Deemed Methods 47,856           496,235          775,135           2,086,692        3,405,918      
Project Based Methods 134,886          99,390           125,270           164,129           523,675          
Metered Baseline Methods 94,200           168,760          185,715           321,830           770,505          
Total Certificates 276,942         764,385         1,086,120       2,572,651       4,700,098      
% Deeming 17.3% 64.9% 71.4% 81.1% 72.5%
PJ Equivalent of Certificates 0.9                2.6                3.7                 8.7                 16.0                
% Business Activities 86.4% 50.8% 80.1% 98.4% 85.7%
Commercial Certificates 239,202          388,257          870,178           2,531,161        4,028,798      
MWh Equivalent of Commercial Certificates 225,662          366,280          820,923           2,387,888        3,800,753      
PJ Equivalent of Commercial Certificates 0.8                  1.3                  3.0                    8.6                    13.7                
Estimated Actual MWh Savings 121,603          309,984          424,083           986,408           1,842,078      
Estimated Actual PJ Savings 0.4                  1.1                  1.5                    3.6                    6.6                   
Estimated Actual Commercial MWh Savings 105,032         157,451         339,767          970,500          1,572,750      
Estimated Actual Commercial PJ Savings 0.4                  0.6                  1.2                    3.5                    5.7                   
MWh Target 272,753          809,438          1,334,259        1,867,963        4,284,413      
PJ Target 1.0                2.9                4.8                 6.7                 15.4                
MWh NSW Electricity Sales 78,850,000     77,850,000     76,300,000       73,166,667       306,166,667  
PJ NSW Electricity Sales 283.9             280.3             274.7              263.4              1,102.2           
Estimated Actual Savings (% Target) 44.6% 38.3% 31.8% 52.8% 43.0%
Estimated Actual Commercial Savings (% Target) 38.5% 19.5% 25.5% 52.0% 36.7%
Estimated Actual Savings (% NSW Sales) 0.2% 0.4% 0.6% 1.3% 0.6%
Estimated Actual Commercial Savings (% NSW Sales) 0.1% 0.2% 0.4% 1.3% 0.5%
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Appendix 3.4B – Victorian Energy Efficiency Target (VEET) 
The table below summarises key elements of the VEET and the scheme’s performance to date 
is summarised subsequently. 
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As at 31 January 2012 there were 14 liable parties and 93 accredited certificate creators (ESC 
2012). As at the end of 2012, approximately 16.6 million valid certificates had been created 
under the VEET, with 4.0% of all certificates created being invalid. Refer to Table 3.4B-1. 
Table 3.4B-1 also shows that overall 77.0% of surrendered certificates were surrendered by 
liable parties and 0.6% were voluntarily surrendered (thus some additional energy efficiency 
outcomes required in addition to the mandated target). There is an excess supply of 
certificates of 28.7% or 3.9 million certificates as at the end of 2012. Further, since the 
commencement of the VEET there has been adequate supply of certificates, with over 100% 
of certificates being available each year. 
 
Table 3.4B-1 also details the number of certificates surrendered by liable parties and the 
annual targets (including the gross and net annual targets). Note that the net annual target is 
based on electricity and gas emissions reduction rates and applied to scheme acquisitions and 
therefore differs from the gross target. Note that the surrender of certificates during 2012 is 
based on the VEEC Registry data while other years are based on reports published by the 
ESC. For most years 100% of liable parties’ obligations were acquitted via surrender with the 
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exceptions being 2012 (where the calculated shortfall was assumed to be acquitted via the 
shortfall penalty) and 2009 (where one liable party did not surrender 952 certificates).  
 
Table 3.4B-1 VEET Performance to Date. 
 
Data Sources: (ESC 2010; ESC 2011; ESC 2012; VEET 2013d; AER 2013a; 
AER 2013b; VEET 2013e; RAA and EECC 2012). 
 
 
The majority of certificates created relate to the installation of more efficient residential 
lighting (35.4%), the installation of residential standby power controllers (32.5%) and the 
installation of commercial standby power controllers (13.0%). Note, that the split of 
residential and commercial activities for 2012 is based on the review conducted in 2011, with 
31% of activities being allocated to commercial use (DEPI 2011). Refer to Table 3.4B-2 
below for further detail. Specially: 
 In 2009 and 2010: The major activity related to residential lighting. 
 In 2011: The major activities consisted of residential lighting as well as the 
installation of residential standby power controllers, which were only introduced in 
July 2011 (ESC 2012). 
 In 2012: The installation of standby power controllers was by far the most prevalent 
Description 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total
Gross Certificates Created 3,724,493         2,365,036         1,914,212         9,333,768         17,337,509   
Invalid Certificates Created 57,767             21,185             95,183             522,713           696,848         
Valid Certificates Created 3,666,726        2,343,851        1,819,029        8,811,055        16,640,661   
Prior Year Excess Certificates n/a 1,115,217         451,327           (317,143)          n/a
Next Year's Certificates Available for Surrender n/a 196,459           1,179,264         694,053           694,053         
Total Certificates Available 3,666,726        3,655,527        3,449,620        9,187,965        17,334,714   
Certificates Surrendered (Compliance) 2,547,700         2,940,852         2,570,229         5,287,496         13,346,277   
Certificates Surrendered (Voluntary) 3,809              66,889             17,270             19,724             107,692         
Excess Certificates 1,115,217        647,786           862,121           3,880,745        3,880,745      
% Invalid Certificate Creation 1.6% 0.9% 5.0% 5.6% 4.0%
% Certificates Surrendered (Compliance) 69.5% 80.4% 74.5% 57.5% 77.0%
% Certificates Surrendered (Voluntary) 0.1% 1.8% 0.5% 0.2% 0.6%
VIC PJ Electricity and Gas Demand 407.7              403.3              402.4              424.6              1,638.0          
PJ Target 10.1                10.1                10.1                20.2                50.5                
% Target (VIC Demand) 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 4.8% 3.1%
MWh Target 2,803,738         2,803,738         2,803,738         5,607,477         14,018,692   
Gross Certificate Target 2,700,000        2,700,000        2,700,000        5,400,000        13,500,000   
Target Excluded 151,348           (240,852)          129,771           -                 40,267           
Net Certificate Target 2,548,652        2,940,852        2,570,229        5,400,000        13,459,733   
% Certificates Available of Target 135.8% 135.4% 127.8% 170.1% 128.4%
% Excess Certificates of Target 41.3% 24.0% 31.9% 71.9% 28.7%
Obligation Acquitted by Surrender 2,547,700         2,940,852         2,570,229         5,287,496         13,346,277   
Obligation Acquitted by Penalty 952                 -                 -                 112,504           113,456         
% Obligation Acquitted by Surrender 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 97.9% 99.2%
% Obligation Acquitted by Penalty 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.1% 0.8%
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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activity. This is due to the recent introduction of this activity combined with the 
doubling of the annual target, from 2.7 million certificates to 5.4 million certificates in 
2012 (VEET 2013e). Both of these factors means that there was a significant increase 
in the number of certificates created attributable to this activity in 2012. 
 
Table 3.4B-2 VEET Certificate Activity Type. 
 
Data Sources: (ESC 2010; ESC 2011; ESC 2012; VEET 2013d). 
 
There is only one major commercial activity driving certificate creation under VEET and this 
is because the VEET scheme was only extended to include commercial activities from 
January 2012 onwards (VEET 2013b). Overall the proportion of certificates created relating 
to commercial activities totals 16.0% whilst residential activities equate to 84.0%. Other 
commercial activities mainly consist of lighting upgrades, space heating/cooling, water 
heating, shower head replacements and refrigeration while other residential activities mainly 
consist of showerhead replacements, space heating/cooling, space conditioning and 
refrigeration (VEET 2013d). 
 
The only calculation methodology available under the VEET is a deeming methodology with 
an average deeming period of 10 years (RAA and EECC 2012). The total estimated savings 
attributable to the certificates created equates to 62.2 PJ as at the end of 2012, with the 
commercial proportion equating to 10.0 PJ. When the impact of deeming has been removed 
Description 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total
Residential Lighting 2,902,624         1,822,457         698,538           461,525           5,885,144      
Residential Standby Power -                 -                 580,475           4,819,587         5,400,062      
Residential Water Heating 551,807           410,598           314,440           294,335           1,571,180      
Other Residential Activities 212,295           110,796           225,576           565,406           1,114,073      
Commercial Standby Power -                 -                 -                 2,165,322         2,165,322      
Other Commercial Activities -                 -                 -                 504,880           504,880         
Total 3,666,726        2,343,851        1,819,029        8,811,055        16,640,661   
Description 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total
Residential Lighting 79.2% 77.8% 38.4% 5.2% 35.4%
Residential Standby Power 0.0% 0.0% 31.9% 54.7% 32.5%
Residential Water Heating 15.0% 17.5% 17.3% 3.3% 9.4%
Other Residential Activities 5.8% 4.7% 12.4% 6.4% 6.7%
Commercial Standby Power 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 24.6% 13.0%
Other Commercial Activities 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 5.7% 3.0%
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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the estimated actual savings equate to 17.7 PJ or 35.1% of the gross energy reduction target of 
50.5 PJ. The estimated actual savings calculation assumes an average deeming period of 10 
years (RAA and EECC 2012). When the business proportion is applied this equates to 3.2 PJ 
(6.2% of the gross energy reduction target or 0.2% of VIC electricity and gas sales for the 
corresponding period). Refer to Table 3.4B-3 for further detail. 
 
Table 3.4B-3 VEET Estimated Actual Savings. 
 
Data Sources: (ESC 2010; ESC 2011; ESC 2012; VEET 2013d; RAA and EECC 2012). 
 
The annual energy savings of the VEET scheme is forecasted to increase to 12.2 PJ or 3,393 
GWh in 2015 (RAA and EECC 2012). This means that the impact of the VEET has the 
potential to increase, by approximately 17% when compared to the 10.4 PJ savings of 2012. 
  
Description 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total
Total Certificates 3,666,726         2,343,851         1,819,029         8,811,055         16,640,661   
PJ Equivalent of Certificates 13.7                8.8                  6.8                  32.9                62.2                
% Business Activities 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 30.3% 16.0%
Commercial Certificates -                 -                 -                 2,670,201         2,670,201      
MWh Equivalent of Commercial Certificates -                 -                 -                 2,772,795         2,772,795      
PJ Equivalent of Commercial Certificates -                 -                 -                 10.0                10.0                
Estimated Actual MWh Savings 353,106           578,819           1,107,097         2,887,526         4,926,547      
Estimated Actual PJ Savings 1.3                    2.1                    4.0                    10.4                  17.7                
Estimated Actual Commercial MWh Savings -                 -                 -                 875,068           875,068         
Estimated Actual Commercial PJ Savings -                    -                    -                    3.2                    3.2                  
MWh Target 2,803,738         2,803,738         2,803,738         5,607,477         14,018,692   
PJ Target 10.1                10.1                10.1                20.2                50.5                
MWh VIC Electricity and Gas Sales 113,243,750     112,035,417     111,788,194     117,932,176     454,999,537 
PJ VIC Electricity and Gas Sales 407.7              403.3              402.4              424.6              1,638.0          
Estimated Actual Savings (% Target) 12.6% 20.6% 39.5% 51.5% 35.1%
Estimated Actual Commercial Savings (% Target) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 15.6% 6.2%
Estimated Actual Savings (% VIC Sales) 0.3% 0.5% 1.0% 2.4% 1.1%
Estimated Actual Commercial Savings (% VIC Sales) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.7% 0.2%
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Appendix 5.1A – Proposed Emissions Reduction Fund 
The table below includes elements of the Coalition’s proposed Emissions Reduction Fund. 
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